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REFORMING FEDERAL PERSONAL INJURY LITIGATION BY INCORPORATION OF THE PROCEDURAL INNOVATIONS OF SCOTLAND AND IRELAND: AN ANALYSIS AND PROPOSAL

Daniel H. Erskine*

ABSTRACT

Federal procedure has embraced the referral of civil cases outside the court system to alternative dispute resolution. This article argues that by utilizing courts to settle cases through civil procedure, courts realize their central role in ensuring the quality of settlements produced through the judicial administration of justice. The purpose of this article is to provide litigants with an optional procedure to expeditiously resolve federal personal injury cases. The system proposed in this article incorporates Scottish and Irish civil procedural reforms into a coherent method for judicial officers to declare the settlement value of a personal injury action without referring the case to alternative dispute resolution.

Federal procedure has embraced the referral of civil cases outside the court system to alternative dispute resolution (ADR). Referral from court procedure to ADR mechanisms results in a greater frequency of out of court settlements. The reason civil cases settle out of court is because of “a desire to avoid the expense and delay associated with taking the case to trial, or to avoid the risk of a trial outcome significantly more adverse than the outcome
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2 Id.
achievable through settlement.”3 Although most applaud the rise in settlements achieved through ADR, at least one author criticizes these settlements because “when the parties settle . . . it is not justice itself.”4 This critique led others to argue that courts must not view settlements “as a stray byproduct of the judicial process, but as part of the . . . central task of the administration of justice.”5 Judicial willingness to permit ADR neutrals to adjudicate civil actions illustrates the lack of recognition that court procedure should ensure “the quality of these processes and the settlements they produce.”6 This article argues that by utilizing courts to settle cases through civil procedure, courts realize their central role in ensuring the quality of settlements produced through the judicial administration of justice.7

The purpose of this article is to provide litigants with an optional procedure to expeditiously resolve federal personal injury cases.8 Personal injury actions represent the single greatest amount of cases filed in the U.S. federal courts.9 In 2004 alone, 57,357 new personal injury cases were filed.10 As many as 35,336 personal injury cases were pending three or more years in federal courts without resolution at the end of September 2005.11

6 Id.
8 Special procedures are not unknown to federal procedure. See Fed. R. Civ. P. 71(a).
10 Id. at 42-44 app. tbl. C-2, available at http://www.uscourts.gov/caseload2005/tables/C02mar05.pdf (demonstrating that adding table’s nature of suit categories of total personal injury actions filed with total other personal injury actions filed results in 57,357 personal injury actions initiated in 2004).
The system proposed in this article incorporates Scottish civil procedural reforms. These reforms address the way a case progresses from filing to resolution.\textsuperscript{12} This article sets forth a method, drawing on the radical substantive changes authored in Ireland, for judicial officers to declare the settlement value of a personal injury action without referring the case to ADR.\textsuperscript{13} The proposed procedural reform is optional. Litigants elect a judicial process to efficiently resolve their personal injury cases.\textsuperscript{14} Parties are free to utilize the traditional method of case resolution through ADR and cumbersome civil procedural devices.

The proposal of the new procedure occurs in two parts. The first part discusses recently enacted procedures in Scotland and Ireland to expeditiously resolve personal injury cases.\textsuperscript{15} The second part illustrates how an optional procedure for personal injury actions may be introduced to the U.S. federal system despite potential legal impediments.


\textsuperscript{13} On the utility of comparative law analysis see generally John Wolff, Non-Competing Goods in Trademark Law, 37 Colum. L. Rev. 582 (1937) (discussing utility of knowledge of foreign law by American attorneys in addressing domestic legal problems); John Wolff, The Utility of Foreign Law to the Practicing Lawyer, 27 A.B.A. J. 253 (1941) (arguing that discussion of foreign legal principles by American attorneys can expand U.S. constitutional jurisprudence); John Wolff, Unfair Competition by Truthful Disparagement, 47 Yale L.J. 1304 (1938) (noting foreign law could provide interpretive guidance to American judges in deciding cases or in defining particular phrases).

\textsuperscript{14} The theories behind the procedural reforms occurring in Scotland and Ireland do find support in previous American attempts to reform the federal system. See American Bar Association, The Improvement of the Administration of Justice 59–67 (4th ed. 1961) (contemplating increased usage of pretrial conferences as mechanism for case resolution, need for impartial expert medical evidence, and restoration of common law authority of the judge to govern trial proceedings); American Bar Association, Defeating Delay: Developing and Implementing a Court Delay Reduction Program (1986) (arguing for mediation involving reference of case to three-attorney panel for valuation of claim, pretrial settlement and issue conferences, and court-annexed arbitration); Stuart M. Gerson, et al., A Plan to Improve America’s System of Civil Justice From the President’s Council on Competitiveness (1992) (arguing for introduction of voluntary ADR, more controlled discovery, and loser pay theory for discovery motions).

I. SCOTTISH AND IRISH PROCEDURAL INNOVATIONS

A. Scottish Procedure

A proposal of a new efficient federal procedure begins with a description of the latest reforms adopted in Scotland. The Scottish procedural improvements preserve trial by jury as an option for case resolution in personal injury actions. The reforms simplify the mechanics of litigation in order to expedite case resolution and decrease the administrative costs associated with adjudicating personal injury cases. Because Scotland retains civil juries, the reforms enacted are ripe for integration into American civil procedure.

1. The Court of Session: Locale for Civil Litigation

A discussion of Scottish procedure requires a brief description of the court system utilized in litigating a personal injury case. The Court of Session, permanently resident in Edinburgh, is the highest civil court in Scotland.\(^\text{16}\) The Court is composed of an Inner and Outer House.\(^\text{17}\) The Inner House functions as an appellate court, while the Outer House, seized with jurisdiction over all civil actions, handles trial matters.\(^\text{18}\) The Outer House of the Court of Session is composed of Lord Ordinaries who preside over jury trials or decide cases sitting without a jury.\(^\text{19}\) The Inner House is divided into a First Division presided over by the Lord President and a Second Division presided over by the Lord Justice Clerk.\(^\text{20}\) The Lord President may compose an Extra Division of the Inner House.

---


19 Id.

20 Id.
should the caseload of the court require an additional appellate
forum.\footnote{Id.}

\textbf{a. The Court of Session’s “Ordinary” Procedure
for All Civil Actions}

The Scottish procedural innovations are best illustrated by a
comparison between the “ordinary,” or regular procedure, and the
new optional method of litigating personal injury cases. The ordinary
procedure exists as the traditional method for litigating all
civil actions in the Outer House of the Court of Session. A
description of the ordinary procedure provides the rationale for the
optional procedure.

\textbf{i. Initiating an Ordinary Action}

An individual “who takes steps to raise, begin or bring a civil
action” in the Outer House is called a pursuer.\footnote{J.A. Beaton, Scots
Law Terms and Expressions 83 (1982).} The defender is
the individual against whom the pursuer brings a civil action.\footnote{The
Law Society of Scotland, Glossary: Scottish and European Union Legal
Terms and Latin Phrases 30 (2003).} Ordinary actions begin with a pursuer’s service of a summons upon a
1994/1443 (Scot.), available at http://www.scotcourts.gov.uk/session/rules/index.asp,
amended by Act of Sederunt (Rules of the Court of Session Amendment No. 2) (Personal
www.opsi.gov.uk/legislation/scotland/ssi2002/20020570.htm; Act of Sederunt (Rules of the
Court of Session Amendment No. 4) (Personal Injuries Actions), 2004, S.I. 2004/291
pursuer presents the summons to the clerk of the Court of Session for signeting, a process
whereby the clerk permits the issuance of the action and registration. S.C.R. 13.5 (Scot.). The
signet itself is the imprint of the monarch’s seal upon the summons conferring upon
the summons the legal status to initiate a civil action. See The Law Society of Scot-
land, supra note 23, at 156.} Twenty-one days after service of the summons on the
defender, the pursuer calls the summons in court.\footnote{Id.} Calling is the
publication of a summons “by posting, in a list on the walls of the
court and in the printed rolls of the court, the names of the parties
and of the pursuer’s legal representative.”\footnote{Id. at 146–47 (thirteen total rolls).} The Court of Session
possesses many rolls, which contain lists of cases set down for hear-
ing before the court.\footnote{S.C.R. 13.13 (Scot.).} After the summons is called, the defender
has seven days to lodge defenses with the court. 28 These defenses respond to the summons and raise “pleas-at-law” applicable to the issues raised in the summons. 29

Within fourteen days after the expiration of the period for lodging defenses, the pursuer creates an open record consisting of “the pleadings of the parties and the interlocutors pronounced in the action or cause.” 30 An interlocutor is the “official document embodying an order or judgment pronounced by the court in a civil action.” 31 All the documents making up the record are lodged or deposited by the parties with the clerk of the court. 32

ii. The Problem of Adjustment & Pleadings

For a minimum of nineteen weeks the pleadings are adjusted, meaning each party may alter its previously submitted written pleading to reflect new information discovered or correct erroneous assertions. 33 During the period of adjustment, the record remains open as parties endeavor to flesh out the particular factual and legal details of their positions. 34 Scottish pleading requires the parties to answer one another’s claims through the written articulation of the record as it proceeds through the period of adjustment. 35 The end product is the closed record, which will circumscribe the evidence allowed and the argument heard at trial. 36 Because Scottish litigation focuses on the written pleadings to establish the legal and evidentiary grounds for each party’s position, Scottish procedure permits advocates considerable time in writing and rewriting these pleadings. 37 As a result, the period of adjustment is frequently extended by the Lord Ordinary causing considerable delay in the progress of the case. 38

28 S.C.R. 18.1 (Scot).
29 Id.
30 S.C.R. 22.1 (Scot).
31 THE LAW SOCIETY OF SCOTLAND, supra note 23, at 83.
32 Id. at 98. The corpus of all documents filed on behalf of each party to a civil action is called the process. Id. at 130. A particular portion of the process is the record, which consists of all written pleadings filed by the parties. Id. at 139.
33 Id. at 11.
34 S.C.R. 22.2 (Scot).
36 Id. at 278.
38 Id.
Traditional pleadings in Scotland are a unique species. Scottish lawyers utilize highly detailed fact pleadings to focus precisely on the disputed issues of a case.\textsuperscript{39} The purpose of the high level of detail is to give notice of the basis of the claim or defense.\textsuperscript{40} Scottish pleadings typically extend over many pages to address one particular issue raised and contain frequent use of Latin phrases contained within eighteenth century idioms describing key points in controversy.\textsuperscript{41} The following provides an example of a Scottish pleading from a closed record articulating one aspect of the pursuer’s claim:

Further, and in any event, when the defender bought the said painting as condescended on, he acted in breach of a duty owed to \textit{inter alios}, the pursuer, in not having known or discovered the true value or the said painting when his representative examined it or not having discovered its true value before offering to buy it from the pursuer. In this duty he failed and by his offer he impliedly represented through his said employee that the sum offered was the true value of the said painting. This failure in duty caused the pursuer, who acted throughout in reliance on the defender’s skill, experience and knowledge, to act under essential error and induced him to sell the said painting for a grossly inadequate sum. By his said misrepresentation the defender caused the pursuer a loss of £144,000, which is the sum sued for. With reference to defender’s averments in answer the defender was in breach of duty in allowing the said Mr. Bloggs to negotiate for him and contract on his behalf if he was inadequately experienced in nineteenth-century painting.\textsuperscript{42}

The defender answered this particular claim of the pursuer as follows:

Denied that defender owed to the pursuer any such duty of care as is averred. Denied that he was in breach of any duty of care to the pursuer. \textit{Quoad ultra} denied. \textit{Esto}, which is denied, the defender owed to the pursuer any such duty as is averred his said representative, in making the contract with the pursuer, acted in good faith but was inexperienced and, if he misrepresented the true value of the said painting, did so innocently.\textsuperscript{43}

\begin{footnotes}
\item[40] \textit{Cullen}, supra note 37, at 16.
\item[41] \textit{Id.} at 279–80.
\item[42] Walker, supra note 17, at 597.
\item[43] \textit{Id.}
\end{footnotes}
Because highly detailed fact pleading caused considerable delay in the adjudication of personal injury cases, the Lord President of the Court of Session formed a committee in 1979 to address the continued use of these pleadings in personal injury actions. The committee convened because, after the parties spent considerable time laboriously adjusting their pleadings, almost all personal injury cases settled immediately after the expiration of the period for adjustment. Hence, the committee issued a report, which resulted in the passage of new court rules abolishing the use of highly detailed pleadings in personal injury cases. The committee also recommended that personal injury actions operate on an expedited timetable to eliminate delay in resolution of these cases. These recommendations were enacted in the 1985 Court of Session Rules as an optional procedure. Litigants had the option of proceeding under the new simplified procedure or the old detailed fact pleading scheme. The 1985 optional procedure was not successful, thereby causing establishment of a more radical optional procedure in 1994.

The 1994 procedure, despite its radical reforms in pleadings, never garnered any real enthusiasm for its use by a large number of attorneys. The 1994 optional procedure did not achieve the desired result of streamlining and quickening the adjudication of personal injury actions. In 2001, personal injury actions continued as the greatest source for jury trials in Scotland, accounting for 71 percent of all cases filed in the Outer House of the Court of Session.

44 Charles Hennessy, Civil Procedure and Practice 90 (2000).
45 Id. at 89.
46 Id. at 90; Andrew Murray, Fair Notice-The Role of Written Pleadings in the Civil Justice System, in The Reform of Civil Justice 49, 49–67 (Hume Papers on Public Policy, vol. 5 no. 4 1997) (describing and evaluating written pleadings in light of criticisms); Woolman, supra note 35, at 277–83 (discussing role of pleadings and form that abbreviated pleadings should take, as well as addressing criticisms of Scottish pleadings system); see Act of Sederunt (Rules of Court Amendment Number 1) (Optional Procedure in Certain Actions in Reparation), 1985, S.I. 1985/227 (Scot.).
47 Hennessy, supra note 44, at 90–1.
48 Id. at 90.
49 Id. at 90–1. The 1994 optional procedure, unlike its predecessor, required the pursuer to waive his right to jury trial in order to utilize the optional procedure. Id. at 94.
50 Id. at 99–100 (articulating numerous reasons for the 1994 procedure’s failure).
52 The Scottish Executive, Civil Jury Statistics Scotland 2001, at 8 (2002),
Court of Session convened a Working Group in 2003 to produce a new, more efficient optional procedure. The result of the 2003 Working Group was a new optional procedure for personal injury actions, which was adopted by the Court of Session.

The new optional procedure accepted that most personal injury cases were settled on the first day of trial before an opening statement was heard by the jury. In these cases, jurors were empaneled at a considerable cost to the Court of Session only to be dismissed when they arrived on their first day. Furthermore, most trials never permitted the jury to issue a verdict because “an inevitable and largely unavoidable feature of civil litigation in Scotland” was the high rate of settlement during trial. Recognizing that cases were settled before and during trial, the new optional procedure espoused a procedural method designed to expeditiously bring the parties to settlement. Litigants deliberately elect the new optional procedure to avail themselves of its benefits by deliberate choice. Should parties choose the optional procedure, their cases proceed with abbreviated pleadings on an expedited timeframe.

http://www.scotland.gov.uk/library5/justice/cjst.pdf (2,969 cases were filed with 1,691 resolved by final judgment); see also SAMANTHA COOPE & SUE MORRIS, LEGAL STUDIES RESEARCH BRANCH SCOTTISH EXECUTIVE, PERSONAL INJURY LITIGATION, NEGOTIATION AND SETTLEMENT (2002), available at http://www.scotland.gov.uk/library5/justice/pil.pdf (extensive statistic study of cases filed in Court of Session and Sheriff’s Court).

53 See Alexander, [2004] ScotCS CSOH at 207.
55 The 2003 Working Party “believed that the great majority of those involved in litigation would like to see a system which encouraged early settlement of the cases which should settle and would be willing to work positively within a system which facilitated that end.” Rep. of the Working Group (2003), http://www.scotcourts.gov.uk/session/injuries/docs/new_personal_injury_procs.pdf.
56 Id.
57 ANDREW M. HAIDUCKI, CIVIL JURY TRIALS 113 (1998).
59 Id.
60 Id.
b. The Court of Session’s New Optional Procedure for Personal Injuries Actions

Underlying the new optional procedure is the belief that settlements produced through court procedure provide enhanced benefits to both sides of the litigation.61 One of the benefits afforded by the optional procedure is the use of pleadings that permit attorneys to focus the dispute on factual issues rather than legal liability, which allows for more efficient resolution of the case. The Scots permit litigants to revoke their decisions to proceed under the optional procedure, but the Lord Ordinary decides whether to transform the case into a traditional ordinary action.62

i. Abbreviated Pleadings & Expedited Timetable

The new optional procedure “to encourage speedy and economic resolution” of a personal injury action abolished the use of detailed fact pleading.63 The pursuer proceeds with an abbreviated mandatory summons that contains no pleas-in-law.64 The conciseness of the abbreviated pleading reflects greater preparation of the case by Scottish attorneys before filing an action.65 The summons gives a brief factual outline of the claim and includes a statement indicating whether the action is based upon common law or breach of statutory duty.66 If the action arises from a breach of statutory duty, the pursuer must indicate the precise statute violated.67 The

---

61 See generally Cullen, supra note 37.
62 S.C.R. 43.5(1), 43.5(3)(a)–(c) (Scot.) (either party must move to revoke application of the new optional procedure and transform the matter into an ordinary action within twenty-eight days of lodging defenses); Broadfoot & Anor v. Forth Valley Acute Hosps. [2003] ScotCS CSOH 184, available at http://www.scotcourts.gov.uk/opinions/a1281_02.html (permitting transformation of optional procedure case into an ordinary action).
66 S.C.R. Form 43.2-A, supra note 64. Use of abbreviated pleadings attempts to resolve the perceived problem that ordinary pleadings “become elaborate, encumbered with unnecessary detail (often and erroneously of evidence) and, in the case of defences, lack candour.” Nigel Morrison, Q.C., The Cullen Report, 1996 S.T.L.A. 93, 94 (Scot.).
defender’s lodged defenses do not contain pleas-in-law or legal assertions. An example of the summons used by the optional procedure litigants appears below.

CONCLUSIONS

1. For payment by the Defender to the Pursuer of TWO MILLION POUNDS (£2,000,000) STERLING.

2. For the expenses of the action.

STATEMENT OF CLAIM

1. The Pursuer is James A who resides at 12 Whitburn, West Lothian. He is a joiner and was born on 2 April 1970.

2. The First Defender is Derek B who resides at Whitburn, West Lothian, is unemployed and was born on 5 January 1978. The Second Defender is Paul C residing at Hartlepool, is an insurance salesman and was born on 5 November 1960.

3. The Court has jurisdiction to hear this claim against the Defendants because the accident in which the Pursuer was injured occurred in Scotland.

4. (a) On 15 June 1996 at 10.30am the Pursuer was a front seat passenger in a Ford Escort motor car, registration number 12233 which was being driven by the First Defender; (b) The said vehicle was stopped in a lay-by in East Mains Street, Whitburn; (c) The First Defender drove the vehicle out of the lay-by and proceeded to execute a U turn into the path of a Ford Sierra motor car, registration number which was being driven by the Second Defender; (d) The First and Second Defenders were both driving at excessive speed; (e) The Second Defender drove his car into collision with the First Defender’s vehicle as a result of which the Pursuer sustained serious injury.

5. The Pursuer suffered severe head injuries in said accident and has received treatment therefore at Edinburgh Royal Infirmary, Astley Ainslie Hospital Edinburgh, St. John’s Hospital Livingston, Western General Hospital Edinburgh and from his GP Dr. A. Health Centre, Whitburn, West Lothian. He seeks damages for: (a) solatium; (b) wage loss to date of decree; (c) future wage loss; (d) Services (Section 8) to date; (e) future services (Section 8); (f) future care costs; (g) increased costs of

---


6. The action was caused by the fault and negligence of both Defenders in particular by reason of their failure to pay due care and attention to other road users.70

The contrast between the new optional procedure’s summons and the traditional Scottish pleading is stark. The ordinary procedure’s pleadings extend over multiple pages, whereas the new optional procedure pleading outlined above fits on a mere page.71

Once defenses are lodged, a timetable is ordered by the Court for, among other things, production of document requests, adjustment of pleadings, pursuer’s lodging of the record, and witness lists.72 The Lord Ordinary’s ordered timetable may be adjusted upon motion of any party, but such motion may only be granted upon a showing of substantial justification for modification based upon the particular facts and circumstances of the case.73 Adherence to the timetable results in settlement of the case within fourteen weeks after the case’s initiation and trial of the action twelve months after the filing of the action.74 The introduction of the timetable is essential to the speedy resolution of the action because the Lord Ordinary must ensure the action is resolved within a specified timeframe.75

### ii. The Valuation Statement

An additional feature of the optional procedure is the requirement that parties exchange a valuation statement.76 The valuation statement itself is a court form, which is accompanied by docu-

---

70 General Department of the Court of Session, Example File Style 1 (2006), http://www.scotcourts.gov.uk/docs/offices/Style01_James_A.rtf.
72 S.C.R. 43.6(1)(a)–(b) (Scot.).
73 S.C.R. 43.8(1), (2)(a)–(b) (Scot.).
74 Practice Note No. 2 of 2003, supra note 58, at Appendix. Once the pursuer lodges the record, he lodges a motion imploring the Court to permit preliminary proof on certain delineated matters, allow proof, consent to issues for jury trial, or provide another special order. S.C.R. 43.6(5) (Scot.).
75 Practice Note No. 2 of 2003, supra note 58, at app.
76 S.C.R. 43.9(1) (Scot.).
ments supporting the cash values for damages stated in the form.\textsuperscript{77} The non-binding valuation statement must reflect a party’s realistic value of the claim.\textsuperscript{78} The statement and the supporting documents are filed with the court.\textsuperscript{79} The pursuer first lodges his valuation statement eight weeks after the defender lodges his defenses,\textsuperscript{80} while the defender lodges his valuation statement eight weeks after he receives the pursuer’s statement.\textsuperscript{81}

The valuation statement is a simple sheet laying out the method a party used to calculate the party’s perceived monetary value of the case.\textsuperscript{82} Valuation statements are submitted before the pretrial meeting is conducted.\textsuperscript{83} The valuation procedure “is a significant provision which experience has shown has encouraged the early settlement of claims”.\textsuperscript{84} Valuation statements, “no doubt primarily intended to aid settlement,” surely facilitate resolution of personal injury actions because the mandatory statements reveal to the parties the exact amount a party is willing to accept to resolve the case.\textsuperscript{85} For example, in an action where the pursuer valued her claim at £5,200\textsuperscript{86} and the defender valued the pursuer’s claim at £3,400,\textsuperscript{87} the case settled for £3,400 immediately after the defender lodged his statement.\textsuperscript{88}

The pretrial meeting occurs between the parties for the express purpose of trying to settle the claim.\textsuperscript{89} At a minimum, the pretrial meeting should secure an agreement between the parties

\textsuperscript{77} S.C.R. 43.9(3) (Scot.).
\textsuperscript{78} PRACTICE NOTE NO. 2 of 2003, supra note 58, at R. 43.9.
\textsuperscript{79} S.C.R. 43.9(2) (Scot.).
\textsuperscript{80} PRACTICE NOTE NO. 2 of 2003, supra note 58, at app.
\textsuperscript{81} Id.
\textsuperscript{83} PRACTICE NOTE NO. 2 of 2003, supra note 58, at app.
\textsuperscript{85} Id.
\textsuperscript{87} Id.
\textsuperscript{88} Id.
\textsuperscript{89} S.C.R. 43.10 (1) (Scot.) (meeting to occur four to five weeks before proof or trial); cf. Zimmerman v. Armstrong [2004] ScotCS CSOH 148, available at http://www.scotcourts.gov.uk/opinions/pd21.html (arguing meeting should occur immediately after defender lodges statement of valuation).
on as many issues as possible to remove them from dispute.\textsuperscript{90} Specifically, the rules demand that lawyers have access to the party (or a party’s duly authorized agent) for the duration of the pretrial meeting for the purpose of consenting to and executing a settlement.\textsuperscript{91}

iii. Comparisons & Contrasts: U.S. & Scottish Procedure

a. Pleadings

American civil actions uniformly proceed under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, which are similar to the Scottish Court of Session Rules.\textsuperscript{92} American pleadings resemble Scottish optional pleadings because they are restricted to short and plainly stated assertions of the grounds for the court’s jurisdiction, the claim for relief, the type of relief sought, and the factual basis of the claim.\textsuperscript{93} Yet, Scottish optional pleadings contain greater factual articulation

\textsuperscript{90} S.C.R. 43.10(1) (Scot.).

\textsuperscript{91} S.C.R. 43.10(4) (Scot.). A joint pretrial statement is submitted three weeks before the date of proof or trial. S.C.R. 43.10(2) (Scot.).


\textsuperscript{93} Fed. R. Civ. P. 8(a); see Fed. R. Civ. P. 8(b) (providing that defenses to claims be in the form of admissions or denials either generally or specifically to each claim asserted or indicate insufficient knowledge to admit or deny the assertion). Pleadings must be “simple, concise, and direct,” and no forms are prescribed for use by litigants in a civil action. Fed. R. Civ. P. 8(e)(1). See Conley v. Gibson, 355 U.S. 41, 48 (1957) (describing content
of the basis for a claim than is required under American federal procedure. The Scottish optional pleadings contain a succinct narration of the salient events giving rise to the litigation. Scottish pleadings provide greater factual detail, which allows for superior disclosure of the basis of the dispute to the trial judge. Disclosure to the trial judge of information sufficient to understand the basis of the dispute allows the judge to play a more active role in resolving the dispute between the parties.

b. **Pretrial Conference**

This active judicial role is a further benefit of the Scottish optional procedure as evidenced by the use of the pretrial meeting as a settlement conference. American pretrial conferences convene primarily to address procedural issues. Federal procedure does
permit the discussion of settlement during the pretrial conference, but the sole purpose of the conference is not the settlement of the case.\textsuperscript{99} American procedure lacks the efficiency of the Scottish procedure because federal judges initiate multiple pretrial conferences during the discovery process.\textsuperscript{100} A final pretrial conference occurs shortly before trial and results in parties formulating a plan for trial, which addresses the introduction of evidence at trial.\textsuperscript{101} Only after multiple pretrial hearings, the completion of a time-consuming discovery process, and resolution of dispositive motions, is the case ready for trial.\textsuperscript{102}

c. \textit{Scheduling Orders}

The timetable ordered by the Lord Ordinary in Scottish optional procedure ensures expeditious resolution of the case. American federal judges are also authorized to enter scheduling orders establishing due dates for the filing of motions, amendment of pleadings, and deadlines for completion of discovery.\textsuperscript{103} Entry of an initial scheduling order is mandatory and occurs after the parties have completed a discovery conference outside the presence of the judge.\textsuperscript{104} The scheduling orders, coupled with pretrial orders, provide American litigants with timeframes for completing discovery actions and disposition of pending motions, and prescribe cer-


\textsuperscript{101} \textit{Fed. R. Civ. P.} 16(d).

\textsuperscript{102} \textit{Fed. R. Civ. P.} 40.

\textsuperscript{103} \textit{Fed. R. Civ. P.} 16(b).

\textsuperscript{104} \textit{Id. Fed. R. Civ. P.} 26(f).
taining procedural elements of the conduct of the trial.105 Yet, these scheduling orders do not resolve the case through settlement fourteen weeks after the case is filed nor result in trial of the action twelve months after initiating the action, as under the Scottish optional procedure.

d. Valuation Statements

A feature unfamiliar to American procedure is the requirement to exchange valuation statements. This requirement compels each side to place cash values on the injuries sustained by the pursuer. In effect, the valuation statement is the first offer by each side to settle the case. Scottish procedure compels litigants to place their initial offers on the table for open consideration. This open disclosure permits the Lord Ordinary to play an active role in facilitating settlement of the case at the pretrial meeting. American federal judges on the other hand are unable to make a forthright attempt to fairly settle the case on the basis of significant disclosure of the circumstances under which the injuries occurred and the monetary compensation expected by the injured party. Thus, American procedure denies federal judges the tools to effectively engage parties in settlement discussions at the pretrial stage of litigation.106

The new optional procedure decreases the costs incurred by litigants on both sides of the case. The reduction in cost to litigants also permits conservation of court time for cases incapable of amicable resolution. Thus, the citizenry at large receives the advantage of lower costs to operate the court system because costly events, like empanelling a jury, are reserved to those cases already known to require such expenses.

iv. The Modern Civil Jury in the Court of Session

Both American and Scottish law preserve trial by jury in civil cases. Yet, the Scottish optional procedure may be a further step

105 Fed. R. Civ. P. 16(c).
106 One federal judge, speaking of judicial involvement in the pretrial process, asserted that “[a]ctive judicial management has been attacked by commentators who fear it will undermine the adjudicatory process. But the critics of so-called managerial judges do not appear to have considered the benefits of management in improving the quality of adjudication, and in particular the quality of jury trials.” William W. Schwarzer, Reforming Jury Trials, 132 F.R.D. 575, 577 (1991).
toward entirely abolishing the civil jury in Scotland.\textsuperscript{107} By accelerating the time to adjudicate the action and mandating settlement discussions, the new optional procedure advocates resolution of claims outside the ambit of a jury trial. The procedure’s allowance of trial by jury, rather than mandating the pursuer waive this right, appears to reflect the perception of the jury as a tool in securing faster settlement.\textsuperscript{108} A brief description of the civil jury in Scottish procedure illustrates why Scottish lawyers perceive the jury as a secondary method for resolution of disputes.

\textbf{a. Statutory Enactments Limiting Availability of Trial By Jury}

Trial by jury is not a native Scottish institution; as Lord Abernethy asserted, “[j]ury trials in civil actions were imported into our law from England by the Jury Trials (Scotland) Act 1815 and have remained part of our law ever since.”\textsuperscript{109} Before 1815, the last time a civil jury heard a Scottish case was in the early 1600s.\textsuperscript{110} Trial by jury in civil cases was reintroduced to Scottish litigants for a seven year period through the Jury Court.\textsuperscript{111} Despite the jury’s absence for 200 years, the Jury Court proved popular and caused the Westminster Parliament to enact the Jury Trials (Scotland) Act 1819.\textsuperscript{112} Although the 1819 Act permanently established the Jury Court, it was abolished in 1830 by transference of its jurisdiction to the Court of Session.\textsuperscript{113} Five years before the abolition of the Jury Court, an Act of Sederunt (rules promulgated under the Court of Session) limited the availability of trial by jury.


\textsuperscript{108} See \textit{Hajducki, supra} note 57, at 58 (noting mere threat of trial by jury may induce a defendant into settlement).


\textsuperscript{111} \textit{Hajducki, supra} note 57, at 6.

\textsuperscript{112} The Jury Trials (Scotland) Act, 1819, 59 Geo. 3. c. 35; \textit{Willock, supra} note 110, at 259.

\textsuperscript{113} \textit{Willock, supra} note 110, at 262; Court of Session Act, 1830, 11 Geo. 4 & 1 Will. 4 c. 69, § 2.
Session’s own rulemaking authority)\(^{114}\) limited the availability of trial by jury in civil actions to a handful of enumerated causes.\(^{115}\)

In 1988, the enumerated causes or types of actions where trial by jury was available were further limited.\(^{116}\) The enumerated causes upon which a party may seek a jury trial are an action for damages for personal injuries; an action for libel or defamation; an action founded on delinquency or quasi-delinquency, where the conclusion is for damages only and expenses; an action for reduction on the ground of incapacity, essential error, or force and fear; and such an action which has been ordered by the Lord Ordinary to be tried by jury.\(^{117}\)

In addition to statutory restriction of the availability of trial by jury, litigants themselves may prohibit a jury trial.\(^{118}\) The pursuer retains the right to trial by jury unless the defender proves that “special cause” exists to deny the pursuer a trial by jury.\(^{119}\) “What constitutes special cause will vary with the facts and circumstances of each case.”\(^{120}\) The Lord Ordinary possesses great discretion in finding special cause to deny the pursuer a jury trial.\(^{121}\) Yet, this discretion is not unfettered as the Inner House of the Court of Session recently articulated:

\(^{114}\) Court of Session Act, 1988, c. 36, § 5.

\(^{115}\) Court of Session Act, 1825, 6 Geo. 4, c.120. Popular enthusiasm for the mode of trial by jury caused the enactment of the 1907 Sheriff Courts (Scotland) Act, which extended trial by jury to the inferior Sheriff Courts. Sheriff Courts (Scotland) Act, 1907, c. 51. Yet, this waive of enthusiasm for trial by jury would subside by the 1980's when the Scots abolished trial by jury in the lower Sheriff Courts. Law Reform (Miscellaneous Provisions) (Scotland) Act, 1980, c. 55, §11. The abolition of trial by jury in the lower courts was quickly followed by relegation of jury trials solely to the Outer House of the Court of Session in Edinburgh. Court of Session Act, 1988, c. 36, §§ 9(b), 11. See G. Cameron & R. Johnston, Personal Injury Litigation in the Scottish Courts: A Descriptive Analysis, The Scottish Office Central Research Unit 10 (1995). In 1939, trial by jury in all civil matters was suspended pending the resolution of the Second World War. Administration of Justice (Emergency Provision) (Scotland) Act, 1939, 2 & 3 Geo. 6, c. 79, § 4. In the 1950s, trial by jury in civil actions was re instituted. Hajducki, supra note 57, at 10.

\(^{116}\) Court of Session Act, 1988, c. 36, § 11.

\(^{117}\) Id.

\(^{118}\) S.C.R. 22.3(5)(a)(v).

\(^{119}\) Annandale v. Santa Fe Int’l Serv. Inc. [2006] ScotCS CSOH 52, available at http://www.scotcourts.gov.uk/opinions/2006csoh52.html. A pursuer seizes his statutory right to trial by jury by filing a motion craving the court to allow issues for jury trial. S.C.R. 22.3(5)(a)(v). Parties may consent to trial by jury (if the summons raises one of the “enumerated causes”) at the close of the record, or if the parties disagree on trial by jury, then a motion is made to place the matter on the “By Order (Adjustment) Roll.” S.C.R. 22.3(5)(b).

\(^{120}\) Annandale, [2006] ScotCS CSOH 52.

\(^{121}\) Court of Session Act, 1988, c. 36, § 9(b).
The Lord Ordinary must, however, correctly identify the special cause and, in particular, he must find it established by reference to the circumstances of the case he is considering and not to some consideration of a general character. There must be facts in the case that can reasonably bring it into the region of special cause. There must, in other words, also be material before the Lord Ordinary to justify his determination that special cause has been established.\footnote{122}

Two examples from recent cases illustrate what constitutes special cause.\footnote{123} Recently, a Lord Ordinary found special cause to deny a trial by jury in a personal injury action where an administrative agency was a party to the case, making it “impossible to avoid bringing up the question of insurance in the jury’s presence.”\footnote{124} Additionally, the action was unsuitable for jury trial because proper application of a statutory exception to liability caused “a possible source of confusion for the jury, . . . as a difficult question of mixed fact and law.”\footnote{125} As a result, the Lord Ordinary found the case as a whole too complex for a jury to deliberate and resolve.\footnote{126}

In a second case, a Lord Ordinary permitted a trial by jury where the pursuer suffered numerous injuries requiring expert medical testimony.\footnote{127} In addition to digesting the medical evidence, the jury would determine future lost earning capacity and a pension claim.\footnote{128} The Lord Ordinary ruled that all of these considerations necessitating juror comprehension to resolve the case were not so complex as to preclude a jury from resolving such claims.\footnote{129}

\footnote{125} Id.  
\footnote{126} Id. See also Andrew M. Hajducki, Insurers, Indemnifiers and the Jury, 8 S.L.T. 49, 49–52 (2005) (discussing and critiquing the decision).  
\footnote{128} Id.  
\footnote{129} Id.
b. Case Law Attacking the Civil Jury in Scotland

As illustrated by the preceding discussion, the availability of trial by jury is restricted by statute and by judicial authority. These restrictions did not lead to the abolishment of the civil jury, but civil juries faced another attack on their existence because of the allegation that Scotland’s modern civil jury system deprives a litigant of his right to fair process under Article 6(1) of the European Union’s Convention on Human Rights.130 A recent case, decided in the Extra Division of the Inner House, arose out of an action for damages for personal injuries sustained from a motorcycle accident.131

The defender argued that use of the jury violated Article 6(1) of the Human Rights Convention on six separate grounds.132 The first ground for objection rested on the procedural inability to lay before the jury, as one could before a judge sitting without a jury, comparable cases and amounts of awards in damages.133 Second, the jury was unskilled, insensitive, and not properly instructed in assessing damages.134 Third, an award of damages by a jury itself is unfair because there is no likelihood that an appeal of the jury decision will be successful.135 Fourth, the unfairness of trial by jury could not be remedied through the appellate process.136 Fifth,

---

130 Article 6(1) of the European Convention on Human Rights provides:

Article 6 – Right to a fair trial

1. In the determination of his civil rights and obligations or of any criminal charge against him, everyone is entitled to a fair and public hearing within a reasonable time by an independent and impartial tribunal established by law. Judgment shall be pronounced publicly but the press and public may be excluded from all or part of the trial in the interests of morals, public order or national security in a democratic society, where the interests of juveniles or the protection of the private life of the parties so require, or to the extent strictly necessary in the opinion of the court in special circumstances where publicity would prejudice the interests of justice.

2. Everyone charged with a criminal offence shall be presumed innocent until proved guilty according to law


132 Id. at 2002 S.C. 328–29.


134 Id.

135 Id.

136 Id.
proof before a judge, rather than a jury, permitted a “legitimate expectation that an award would fall within the well understood parameters for awards in similar cases, so that it was open to the defenders to protect their position by making a tender.” This legitimate expectation is part of the inherent fairness of the judicial process. Sixth, juries do not give reasons for their decisions and only articulate awards with no explanation.

Lord Coulsfield delivered the opinion for the court. His Lordship surveyed the European Court of Human Rights’ jurisprudence regarding trial by jury in criminal and civil contexts to address the defender’s objections. Specifically, his Lordship found only the objection regarding a jury’s failure to give reasons for its award as possibly sufficient to raise a claim under Article 6 of the Convention. Ultimately, Lord Coulsfield concluded that the Convention’s jurisprudence possessed no requirement for a reasoned written decision in every legal case.

Particularly, his Lordship focused on Tolstoy v. United Kingdom, a civil case decided by the European Court of Human Rights involving libel and the assessment of a large amount of damages. The case concerned the circulation of a pamphlet written by a historian to members of Parliament and the House of Lords, asserting that the Warden of Winchester College, Lord Aldington, committed atrocious, unpunished war crimes. The case went to trial before a jury of twelve who ruled for Lord Aldington, finding the charge of libel substantiated, and awarded damages three times higher than any such award in English legal history. The European Court of Human Rights dismissed a contention of the defendant that the jury trial process was unfair under Article 6.

Lord Coulsfield asserted that the Tolstoy decision was not directly applicable, but illustrated that the European Court dismissed a defendant’s claim that trial by jury was a procedural device that deprived an individual of his Article 6 Convention right to fair pro-

---

137 Id.
138 Id.
139 Three opinions were delivered by the three-judge panel hearing the case. Lord Coulsfield’s opinion was agreed to by the other two Lords, Hamilton and Johnston, who heard the appeal. Id. at 347, 350–51.
140 Id.
142 Id. at 447–48.
143 Id. at 449–51.
144 Id. at 459–60 (Court found no violation of Article 6.).
cess. After detailing the procedures utilized in Scotland for jury trial and appeal, his Lordship concluded that trial by jury was not inherently unfair and noted that change in the law concerning jury trial is a matter of public policy to be determined by the legislature. The Court remanded the case to the Lord Ordinary to allow trial by jury.

The Scottish civil jury survived another assault. The refusal of Lord Coulsfield to judicially abolish or further restrict the availability of trial by jury illustrates the Scots’ belief that trial by jury is an effective means to resolve disputes. This belief is further evidenced by the fact that the new optional procedure, enacted after Lord Coulsfield’s decision, permits the pursuer to elect the simplified procedure without waiving his right to trial by jury. Had the new optional procedure followed the prior precedent of the 1994 optional procedure, a pursuer would lose the right of trial by jury by electing the simplified procedure.

c. Procedure to Secure a Jury Trial

If a party who pleads an enumerated cause survives an inquiry into whether special cause exists and does not run afoul of any European Convention rights, then the Lord Ordinary will order issues and counter-issues to be drawn up. Issues are formal questions to be placed before the jury for resolution. The Lord Ordinary continues to play an active role in approving the questions a jury will be responsible for resolving. Within fourteen days after the Lord Ordinary grants an interlocutor allowing issues for trial by jury, the pursuer lodges his proposed issues with the court. The defender may lodge proposed counter-issues seven days after the pursuer lodges his proposed issues. After the expiration of the seven-day period for lodging a proposed counter-issue, the pursuer

---

146 Id. at S.C. 339–40.
147 Id.
148 HAIDUCKI, supra note 57, at 30 (noting that pursuer waived right to jury trial, but defender retained ability to request or also waive trial by jury).
149 Court of Session Act, 1988, c. 36, §§ 9(b), 11.
150 See THE LAW SOCIETY OF SCOTLAND, supra note 23, at 84.
151 S.C.R. 37.1(1).
152 S.C.R. 37.1(4).
must file a motion to approve the proposed issue. Within seven days of the pursuer’s motion, a motion to approve the proposed counter-issue must be lodged. The Lord Ordinary then must approve both motions in order for the cause to proceed to the jury trial diet and issuance of a jury precept. The jury trial diet is the date set by the court for the jury trial to begin. A jury precept is the order by the court for the case to proceed to trial by jury.

d. **Comparisons & Contrasts Between U.S. & Scottish Procedure**

The Scottish view of trial by jury differs greatly from the American perception. Americans favorably view the civil jury as an effective arbiter of disputes. The Federal Rules of Civil Procedure reiterate the Seventh Amendment’s preservation of trial by jury in civil cases. Yet, the right of trial by jury is not absolute because a party must demand in his pleadings that a jury resolve all issues in a case or limit the jury’s deliberations to particular issues asserted in the pleadings. The litigants possess the ability to limit the questions resolved by the jury, rather than solely by the judge, as in the Scottish system. Further, the right to a jury trial may be waived and lost if not properly procedurally demanded. Also, the litigants may consent to trial of a civil suit by a judge alone even if a demand for a jury trial is properly filed. These minor procedural devices bear little similarity to the impediments placed upon Scottish litigants to secure a trial by jury.

The Scottish notion of special cause is not entirely unfamiliar to American federal judges. Under the Seventh Amendment, a ju-

---

153 S.C.R. 37.1(6).
154 S.C.R. 37.1(7).
155 S.C.R. 37.2, 37.1(9)–(10).
156 See THE LAW SOCIETY OF SCOTLAND, supra note 23, at 49.
157 See id. at 126.
159 Id.
161 FED. R. CIV. P. 38(b).
162 Duignan v. United States, 274 U.S. 195, 199 (1927); FED. R. CIV. P. 38(d).
163 FED. R. CIV. P. 39(a).
risprudence centered upon the “Ross test” decides the availability of trial by jury to resolve certain types of civil actions.164 Indeed, the question of whether civil actions are too complex for jury resolution has arisen in America, but federal judges have always favored resolution of the case by the jury rather than by the court.165

The American civil jury, like its Scottish counterpart, has been criticized.166 Proposals for reform of the jury system and comparative studies by Americans abound.167 One federal judge wrote to his colleagues asserting, “[t]he American jury system is dying—more rapidly on the civil than on the criminal side of the courts and more rapidly in the federal than in the state courts—but dying nonetheless.”168 Others claim that ADR mechanisms have contributed to the erosion of trial by jury in civil cases.169 Despite these criticisms, calls for reform, and suggestions that trial by jury is in

decline, the American civil jury remains a firmly embedded part of American litigation.170

c. Beneficial Scottish Reforms Federal Procedure
Should Incorporate

The beneficial features of the Scottish optional procedure outlined above are the submission by parties of valuation statements, the pretrial meeting, and the timetable producing case resolution by settlement in fourteen weeks. Alteration of the contents of American pleadings to conform to the narrative factual style of the Scottish optional procedure proves too cumbersome. Although the Scottish pleading scheme succinctly discloses litigants’ accounts of the occurrences giving rise to the litigation, American federal pleadings already possess brevity and conciseness. Therefore, incorporation of the Scots’ optional form of pleading is not recommended.

A discussion of the technical aspects of how valuation statements, the pretrial meeting solely focused on settlement, and the expedited fourteen week timetable are translated into American federal procedure takes place in Part II of this article. Deferring the discussion of the integration of these Scottish reforms into American legal procedure permits an analysis of the Irish procedural innovations. From these innovations additional beneficial reforms are discovered whose assimilation into American federal procedure will require further discussion. Therefore, Part II of this article will present a single coherent optional procedure for federal personal injury cases.

B. Irish Procedure

The discussion now turns to the radical reforms recently accomplished in Ireland. The Irish incorporation of an extrajudicial board to provide litigants with suggested cash values for personal injury claims is reminiscent of the workers’ compensation scheme presently in force in many American states.171 The Irish method produces an independent assessment of damages according to a
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methodology and compensation guidelines. The assessment fosters amicable settlement of personal injury actions within an expedited timeframe. The extrajudicial assessment of damages is coupled with a new method for litigating personal injury cases, reminiscent of Scottish reforms. The extrajudicial assessment process and the new court procedure produce a single coherent system to resolve personal injury actions.

The Irish reforms discussed below represent a logical progression from the procedural reforms enacted in Scotland. However, while Scottish reformers restricted themselves to traditional civil procedural mechanisms, Irish innovators aimed to reduce the number of claims litigated in the courts by encouraging early settlement of a majority of cases, thereby efficiently disposing of those actions that failed to settle in the court system. The goal of both systems is the reduction of litigations costs.

1. Personal Injuries Assessment Board Act of 2003

Radical reform of the Irish system for adjudicating personal injury actions occurred in 2003 with the introduction of a Personal Injuries Assessment Board (the Board). Introduction of the Board procedure occurred as a result of politics rather than law reform activities. As a result, the chairman of the Bar Council, the head representative of all practicing barristers in Ireland, strongly criticized the Board procedure. Political pressure built in Ireland because of the “cripplingly high rising insurance costs of recent years and . . . . the very significant weight of litigation.

---

173 Id.
175 Hilary Delany & Declan McGrath, Civil Procedure in the Superior Courts 627 (2d ed. 2005).
176 Id.
178 Conor Maguire, Proposed Changes to The Handling of Personal Injuries Claims, 7 B. Rev. 331 (2003).
179 Id. at 331–32 (arguing that procedure would increase insurance costs and provide inadequate compensation).
costs.” The establishment of the Personal Injuries Assessment Board sought to combat the high costs of insurance and litigation by providing an alternative method to expeditiously resolve claims through a predictable system. Despite barristers’ concerns about the Board, early cases resolved through the Board’s process confirmed the efficiency of the system and its significantly reduced litigation costs. An example of the success of the Board is a recent claim involving a retired man who tripped and fell in a public place breaking his hip and shoulder, which the Board procedure resolved in thirty-two weeks, costing litigants €1,936. Resolution of the same case in court would have taken three years and cost litigants €61,502.46.

The Board’s membership reflects its political origins because both governmental and non-governmental individuals, competent in matters under the jurisdiction of the Board, populate the eleven-member body. These eleven members are appointed to five-year terms by the Irish government’s Minister for Enterprise, Trade, and Employment. In addition to the governmental actors on the Board, the Irish Congress of Trade Unions nominates two individuals for appointment to the Board by the Minister. The Irish Business and Employers Confederation nominates one individual for appointment to the Board, while the Irish Insurance Federation, another non-governmental actor, nominates an additional individual.

---

180 Raymond Byrne & William Binchy, supra note 172, at 608; Bar Council, Personal Injury Claims Bar Council Proposals for Court Reform, 8 B. Rev. 107, 107–08 (2003) (suggested reforms were ultimately adopted as new court procedures).


183 Id.

184 Personal Injuries Assessment Board Act, § 56(1)–(2).

185 Id. § 56(3), (6), (8). Governmental posts with membership on the Board are the Chief Executive of the Personal Injuries Assessment Board, the Director of Consumer Affairs, and the Consumer Director of the Irish Financial Services Regulatory Authority. Id.

186 Id. § 56(5).
individual for appointment to the Board by the Minister.\textsuperscript{187} Of the eleven seats on the Board, four are non-governmental individuals and seven are government post holders.\textsuperscript{188} This distribution of seats between governmental and non-governmental actors is to ensure representation “of the interests of employees, employers, consumers and insurers, as well” the government itself.\textsuperscript{189}

\hspace{1cm} a. How a Litigant Engages the Personal Injuries Assessment Board

The Board process applies to all “relevant actions,” or all civil actions involving claims for damages as a result of personal injury, which do not arise out of medical negligence.\textsuperscript{190} Once an individual makes an application to the Board he is known as the claimant, while the defendant is called the respondent.\textsuperscript{191} A claimant undertaking a relevant action may not initiate a civil case in court for personal injuries without first making an application to the Board.\textsuperscript{192} An application to the Board must proceed in strict adherence to the Board’s procedures in order to request an assessment of the amount of damages a claimant should receive.

\textsuperscript{187} Id.
\textsuperscript{188} Id. § 56(5)–(6).
\textsuperscript{190} Personal Injuries Assessment Board Act, 2003 (Act No. 46/2003) (Ir.) §§ 2–4, 9, 11; Delany & McGrath, supra note 175, at 630. Property damages are also within the Board’s jurisdiction if the damage resulted from the same act causing personal injury. Personal Injuries Assessment Board Act, § 4(1)(b). Excluded from the Personal Injuries Assessment Board’s jurisdiction are all claims involving “bona fide” actions based upon other theories seeking damages or alternate recovery based upon non-personal injury claims, applications for compensation for personal injuries incurred by a member of the Irish National Police, any action alleging breach of the Constitution of Ireland, and claims for breach of the European Convention on Human Rights pursuant to section 3 of the European Convention on Human Rights Act, No. 20, 2003. Id. § 4(1)(b)(i)–(iv).
\textsuperscript{191} Personal Injuries Assessment Board Act § 4.
 According to the specific guidelines and schedules established by the Board.193

A claimant is obligated by law to initially file a relevant action with the Board.194 In order to secure a Board assessment of damages a claimant must file a statement of claim, which includes:

1) a letter delivered by the “claimant, to the person or persons whom he or she believes to be liable to pay compensation to him or her in respect of the claim, notifying the person or persons of his or her relevant claim and seeking the payment of compensation;”

2) copies of all other communications between the claimant and the respondent concerning the claim;

3) a report by a treating “medical practitioner” concerning the injuries suffered by the claimant; and

4) documents proving loss or damage relating to special damages claims.195

The claimant may also submit any other relevant documents relating to the claim, and must produce additional documents upon the written request of the Board or any of its staff.196

Once a claimant makes an appropriate submission, the Board issues a notice to the respondent querying whether the respondent consents to the assessment of damages in the action by the Board.197 If the respondent does not consent to an assessment of the amount of damages by the Board, then the Board issues an authorization to the claimant to initiate a personal injury action in court.198 A civil action initiated in this manner is governed by the new court procedures described in the next section of this article.

Should the respondent consent to an assessment or fail to reply to the Board’s query within the time prescribed in the Board’s

193 Personal Injuries Assessment Board Act, §§ 10(b), 11, 20(1).
194 Id. §§ 9–11.
197 Personal Injuries Assessment Board Act, § 13 (respondent must consent to Board in writing).
198 Id. § 14(1)(2)–(4). Cf. id. § 15 (describing similar procedure for multiple respondents).
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original notice, the Board then makes an assessment of damages.\textsuperscript{199} In either case, the Board retains discretionary authority to refuse to provide or discontinue an assessment of damages based on specific statutory reasons.\textsuperscript{200} The Board makes an assessment of damages when none of the statutory impediments are present.\textsuperscript{201}

b. Procedure for Making An Assessment of Damages

For the purpose of making the assessment the respondent is presumed “fully liable to the claimant.”\textsuperscript{202} The standard for the assessment of damages must be in accord with guidelines set down by the Book of Quantum with “reference to the same principles governing the measure of damages in the law of tort and the same enactments as would be applicable in an assessment of damages were proceedings to be brought in relation to the relevant claim concerned.”\textsuperscript{203} The Book of Quantum is promulgated by the Board and sets out the method by which an assessment of damages is conducted.\textsuperscript{204}

\textsuperscript{199} Id. § 14(1). The respondent’s consent to a Board assessment of damages does not imply an admission of liability and may not be introduced against the respondent in further proceedings as evidence of culpability. Id. § 16.

\textsuperscript{200} Id. § 17. These reasons are nonexistence of significant case law or settlements concerning the particular personal injuries suffered by the claimant; the complexity of the claimant’s personal injuries, including determination of the effect of preexisting physical conditions or multiplicity of injuries previously suffered by the claimant; the difficulty in determining damages for physiological injury; if the “aggravated or exemplary damages are bona fide. . . . sought to be recovered in the relevant claim;” if trespass to the person is the sole basis of the relevant claim; the severity of the claimant’s injuries are such that an early trial would be ordered because of the imminence of the claimant’s death; extension of the time for completing an assessment to account for long term effect of injuries; conflict of interest of the guardian of the claimant or respondent necessitating replacement unlikely achievable in a reasonable time; or the claim stated is of a sort that the Board, with the consent of the Minister for Enterprise, Trade and Employment and the Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform, deems “there to be other good and substantial reasons for its not arranging the making of such an assessment.” Id. § 17(1)(b)(i)–(v) (Board must provide its opinion of the existence of any of these statutory conditions in writing to parties).

\textsuperscript{201} An additional statutory ground for denying claimant an assessment is failure of the claimant or respondent to pay required charges (“fees”). Id. §§ 17(3), 22(2), (5).

\textsuperscript{202} Personal Injuries Assessment Board Act, § 20(1).


The Board delegates the actual assessment to one or more assessors who are employees of the Board who may utilize “retained experts” in rendering an assessment. The assessor renders an assessment based solely upon the documents submitted by the claimant, as well as any additional documents requested by the assessor from the claimant, respondent, any state agency, or any other third party. Furthermore, the assessor may access governmental data on the claimant’s amount of income for the limited purpose of determining financial loss. Should any party refuse to provide information requested by the assessor, the assessor may apply for a court order to force production of the requested information.

i. Mechanics of the Assessment

An assessment of damages includes a sum to compensate for pain and suffering (general damages) as well as a sum (special damages) for “loss of enjoyment of life, specific losses such as past loss of earnings and medical bills, future cost of medical care and loss of earnings into the future caused by the injury.” The appropriate range of damages is established by identifying the category of the injury and the severity of the injury as evidenced by medical reports. Next, an assessor ascertains, with due regard for the effect of multiple injuries, the range of damages indicated in the Book of Quantum.

There are four main categories of injuries in the Book of Quantum that represent regions of the human body. An assessor identifies the main body region of the injury in the Book of

---

205 Personal Injuries Assessment Board Act, § 20(2), (3). Cf. id. § 80 (describing who may be retained as experts). The final assessment of damages issued to the parties by the assessor may not be paid in installments. Id. § 21(4).
206 Id. §§ 21, 23, 26. If the respondent questions the medical statement submitted by claimant, the assessor may require claimant to submit to an additional medical examination by an independent medical expert. Id. § 24.
209 Groarke, supra note 208; PIAB 2004 ANNUAL REPORT, supra note 181, at 17.
210 BOOK OF QUANTUM, supra note 204, at 3.
211 Id.
212 Id. (regions are Head, Neck, Back and Trunk, Arms, and Legs).
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Quantum, which refers him to more specific types of injuries to the particular portion of the body identified. Within the specific injury types are ranges of monetary damages an assessor may award based on the severity of the injury. A page from the Book of Quantum illustrates what an assessor views after determining the main category and specific type of the injury:

Shoulder / Upper Arm (humerus and scapula bones)

Soft Tissue

The level and duration of treatment as well as any complications and permanent ongoing disability will dictate the level of compensation.

This category includes all sprains to the upper arm and shoulder region including partial and complete tears of the tendons forming the joint capsule (the rotator cuff), which may result in substantial reduced capacity.

Substantially recovered up to €22,600

Significant ongoing €14,800 to €51,500

Serious and permanent conditions €41,000 to €71,600

The assessor then determines the level of severity of the injury. There are three levels of severity set out in the Book of Quantum. The first level of severity is “Substantially Recovered,” which “covers injuries from which a claimant has substantially recovered but there are ongoing symptoms that interfere with carrying out full day to day activities.” The second level is “Significant Ongoing,” which “includes the above and in addition the injury has resulted in some permanent incapacity or limitation that significantly restricts or alters lifestyle.” The third level is “Serious and Permanent Conditions,” which “will apply if the injury is very severe and has caused major disruption to a claimants [sic] life in a number of areas or results in serious continuing pain and/or requires permanent medical attention.”

\begin{itemize}
\item Id. at 8.
\item Id. at 3.
\item Id. at 4.
\item Id. at 5.
\item Id. at 6.
\item Id. at 7.
\item Id. at 8.
\item Id. at 9.
\item Id. at 10.
\item Id. at 11.
\item Id. at 12.
\end{itemize}
Once the assessor determines the level of severity, he looks to the range of compensation indicated. The compensation range results from a compilation of the awards for damages by the courts in personal injury actions, settlements agreed to by the insurance industry, and settlements entered into by the State Claims Agency in the year 2003.\textsuperscript{221} The assessor may then render an assessment of damages with reference to the range of compensation indicated in the \textit{Book of Quantum}.\textsuperscript{222} An illustration of how an assessment looks appears below:

Claimant sustained soft tissue injuries and the award was assessed on the following basis:

\begin{center}
\begin{tabular}{ l l }
General Damages for pain and suffering & €7,200 \\
Special Damages \\
Net loss of earnings & €400 \\
Physiotherapy & €200 \\
Doctors fees & €150 \\
\hline
Total settlement & €8,076\textsuperscript{223}
\end{tabular}
\end{center}

The overarching principles of the \textit{Book of Quantum} are consideration of the individual facts of the case and assessment of damages in line with the range of values assigned “to obtain an indication as to the likely range of compensation for a particular injury . . . .”\textsuperscript{224} Therefore, to avoid rigid damages assessments, the ranges indicated in the \textit{Book of Quantum} are neither maximums nor minimums of permissible compensation.\textsuperscript{225} The entire publication provides an assessor with a method to calculate damages and a guideline for the amount of damages a claimant is realistically likely to receive.\textsuperscript{226}

Utilizing the \textit{Book of Quantum}’s method, the assessor provides the claimant and respondent with a written assessment, which each party must accept or reject.\textsuperscript{227} The written assessment bears a notice indicating a certain time for the respondent, no less than

\textsuperscript{221} \textsc{PIAB 2004 Annual Report, supra} note 181, at 5, 17 (data submitted by the Irish Court Service, the State Claims Agency, and the Irish Insurance Federation).
\textsuperscript{222} \textit{Id}.
\textsuperscript{223} \textit{Id.} at 4.
\textsuperscript{224} \textit{Id.} at 1.
\textsuperscript{225} \textit{Id.} at 2–3.
\textsuperscript{226} \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{227} \textsc{Personal Injuries Assessment Board Act, 2003 (Act No. 46/2003) (Ir.), § 30(1)}. An assessment should be expeditiously made within nine months or at the most fifteen months from date of the claimant’s submission. \textit{Id.} § 49.
twenty-one days from service, and the claimant, no less than twenty-eight days from service, to accept the assessment. Should the respondent fail to reply to the notice, he is deemed to have accepted the assessment in the amount of damages indicated. Alternatively, should the claimant fail to reply to the assessor’s notice, the claimant is deemed to have rejected the assessment.

If either party rejects or is deemed to have rejected the assessment, then the claimant is issued an authorization to litigate the case in court. Should both parties accept the assessment, it is binding, but may require further judicial approval under certain circumstances. Barring the need for court approval, one month after the acceptance of the assessment, the Board issues to the respondent an order to pay reflecting the amount indicated in the assessment of damages. The order to pay functions as a judgment and is conclusive as to the liability of the respondent.

c. Benefits of the Irish Personal Injuries Assessment Board

The Personal Injuries Assessment Board provides litigants with an opportunity to receive a neutral assessment of the amount of damages a plaintiff could recover. Since the assessor is bound by the Book of Quantum’s requirements, predictable baselines are established that the assessor relies upon in providing an assessment of damages. This neutral assessment serves to induce speedy settlement of the action.

An additional benefit of the Board is the absence of oral hearings and legal arguments on whether the respondent is liable for the claimant’s injuries. Decisions based on written submissions permits the assessor to focus on the classification of the injuries sustained. Without the concern for establishing legal liability for

---

228 Id. § 30(2)(a), (b).
229 Id. § 31.
230 Id.
231 Id. § 32. The court, in awarding damages in the subsequent suit, must refer to the Personal Injuries Assessment Board’s Book of Quantum. Id. § 22. Yet, the court may consider factors other than those listed in the Book of Quantum in awarding damages in the subsequent suit. Id.
232 Personal Injuries Assessment Board Act, §§ 33, 35. Judicial approval required if mandated by court rule, it is an action for wrongful or negligent death, or the claimant is a minor or incompetent. Id. § 35(1)–(2).
233 Id. § 38 (indicating joint and several liability for multiple respondents).
234 Id. § 41 (stating full payment is a complete satisfaction and less than full payment is equivalent to a partial satisfaction). See id. § 44 (respondent additionally responsible for payment of respondent’s costs).
the injuries sustained by the claimant, the parties benefit from receiving a neutral statement of what the case should settle for, which will likely cost the respondent less than litigating the case.

The composition of the Board and the provision for input from extrajudicial entities in formulating the *Book of Quantum* ensures that the cash values assigned to the injuries listed in the Book will comport with real world compensatory schemes used in similar non-judicial assessments. The non-binding nature of the assessment mitigates toward its adoption into American procedure. Because the assessment is non-binding, the parties may continue the action to trial by jury in conformance with American constitutional precepts.

Yet, the Board procedure results in an out of court settlement. Out of court settlement by an ADR mechanism is precisely what this article seeks to avoid. The process of assessment of damages may be transmitted into American procedure by eliminating the extrajudicial board. Thus, American procedure could benefit from the methodology of the *Book of Quantum*, while keeping the case within the court system. In order to assign the assessor’s role to a federal judicial officer, similar American evaluation methods currently utilized by federal courts must be considered.

i. American Procedures Bearing Similarities to the Irish Procedure

Independent evaluation of a civil case by a neutral assessor is not entirely foreign to American federal procedure. The two methods described below, utilized in Michigan and New York, apply to any civil action and are not specific to personal injury actions. Notably, the New York and Michigan methods place assessment of damages with an attorney lacking any guidance as to appropriate cash valuation of personal injuries in contrast to the Irish assessor who refers to the *Book of Quantum*. The Michigan and New York procedures discussed below are ADR mechanisms available to litigants for settlement outside of court procedure. Each illustrates that evaluations of likely damages in personal injury actions presently occur outside of judicial oversight and without the benefit of guidelines or a methodology to place a monetary value on the case. Nonetheless, acceptance of these methods within the federal system provides precedent for an Irish-style case assessment of damages in the American federal system.
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The district courts of Michigan adopted a method of ADR called case evaluation, which had been utilized in the Michigan state courts. A description of this method illustrates the extent to which American jurisprudence has sanctioned alternative methods for resolving civil disputes in the federal courts. The Michigan method also provides precedent in support of a greatly enlarged resolution system incorporating elements of the Irish procedures into American federal procedure.

The Western District of Michigan’s local court rules provide a meticulous explanation of the case evaluation method. Under Local Rule 16.5, two methods of case evaluation are available to litigants. These methods are “standard track” and “Blue Ribbon” case evaluation. Each method presupposes the use of a three-attorney panel to establish the “settlement value” of any civil case ordered by a court to undergo case evaluation. As the two methods of case evaluation are substantially similar, only the “standard track” case evaluation, which follows Michigan state civil procedural rule 2.043 with a few noted exceptions, will be discussed.

---

240 W.D. Mich. Loc. Civ. R. 16.5(a) (some tort cases that Michigan state law governs must be submitted for case evaluation unless all parties agree to refer the matter to Voluntary Facilitation Mediation).
241 W.D. Mich. Loc. Civ. R. 16.5(b)(i). Standard track panel members are compensated by payment of each plaintiff and defendant in the amount of $100 for a total of $300 per side of the litigation for each of the three-attorney panel members, or $200 total for each individual panel member for an overall cost of $600 for one panel. United States District Court Western District of Michigan Case Evaluation Program Description 2 (2005), available at http://www.miwds.uscourts.gov/ADR/ce_program_
Members of the case evaluation panel are chosen by the ADR Administrator, a member of the court’s personnel, who also certifies panel members for service on panels.\textsuperscript{242} Additionally, the ADR Administrator appoints the chairman of the panel who both presides over the evaluation session to ensure “fair and orderly presentation” and files the evaluation award with the ADR Administrator.\textsuperscript{243}

The court fixes the timeframe for the case evaluation hearing, while the plaintiff’s counsel coordinates the time, neutral place, and date of the evaluation hearing.\textsuperscript{244} At least fourteen days before the date of the evaluation hearing, each litigant must submit an evaluation statement not exceeding twenty pages in length concisely articulating the legal and factual positions of the party concerning each issue raised in the action.\textsuperscript{245}

According to the Michigan state rules, ninety-one days after the filing of the answer to the complaint, a judge may set the case for evaluation on written stipulation of the parties, motion by a party, or on the judicial officer’s own initiative.\textsuperscript{246} Should any of these events occur, the case remains on the trial docket as any other case following the progression toward trial.\textsuperscript{247} A party may file an objection to remove the action from case evaluation by way of written motion served on all the parties, as well as the ADR
 Administrator, within fourteen days of receipt of the order assigning the action for case evaluation.\textsuperscript{248} A hearing on the motion must occur before the case is submitted for case evaluation.\textsuperscript{249} 

Assuming that the case proceeds to the evaluation hearing, a party has a right to attend the hearing, but is not required to attend.\textsuperscript{250} No testimony is taken of either party at the hearing, but attorneys may present fifteen minute oral statements to the panel and documentary evidence bearing on liability or damages.\textsuperscript{251} The rules of evidence do not apply to the hearing; the panel may request information on insurance policy limits and obtain the details of any settlement negotiations.\textsuperscript{252}

Thus far the Michigan procedure possesses a passing similarity to the Irish case assessment system. Both systems require an element of consent by all parties to partake in the evaluation. The Michigan method, in contrast to the Irish process, permits oral presentations by the parties in addition to document submissions. The three-attorney panel does not have to follow a prescribed methodology to arrive at an appropriate valuation of the case. No guidelines for the amount of damages are mandated by the process. Where the two systems bear great similarity is in the issuance of the valuation statement to the parties for their acceptance or rejection.

The three-attorney panel renders a written decision at the close of the evaluation hearing, which determines the case’s settlement value.\textsuperscript{253} Within twenty-eight days of the panel’s decision

\textsuperscript{248} MICH. CT. R. 2.403(C)(1).
\textsuperscript{249} MICH. CT. R. 2.403(C)(1)–(2) (hearing to occur within fourteen days of filing motion).
\textsuperscript{250} MICH. CT. R. 2.403(J)(1) (not a requirement to attend hearing even if physical disfigurement is an alleged injury).
\textsuperscript{251} W.D. MICH. LOC. CIV. R. 16.5(b)(i)(D); MICH. CT. R. 2.403(J)(1)–(3).
\textsuperscript{252} MICH. CT. R. 2.403(J)(3).
\textsuperscript{253} W.D. MICH. LOC. CIV. R. 16.5(b)(i)(E). This provision of the federal rule differs from the state rule requiring a decision in writing within fourteen days after the evaluation hearing. MICH. CT. R. 2.403(K). The settlement value decision must indicate if an award is not unanimous, and “must include a separate award as to the plaintiff’s claim against each defendant and as to each cross-claim, counterclaim, or third-party claim that has been filed in the action.” MICH. CT. R. 2.403(K)(2). No award for equitable relief may be made by the panel. MICH. CT. R. 2.403(K)(3). Additionally, the state rule permits the panel to find a party’s action or answer frivolous if by unanimous decision the panel finds all of a plaintiff’s claims or all of a defendant’s defenses to liability, to meet at least one of the following conditions:

(a) The party’s primary purpose in initiating the action or asserting the defense was to harass, embarrass, or injure the opposing party.
each party must file a written acceptance or rejection of the panel decision with the ADR Administrator. At the conclusion of the twenty-eight day period, the ADR Administrator sends notice to each party of the other party’s acceptance or rejection of the panel decision. Failure to file either an acceptance or rejection constitutes a rejection of the panel decision.

Should the parties accept the decision of the panel, then twenty-eight days after the notification of acceptances, judgment shall be entered in accordance with the panel’s decision. Rejection of the panel decision results in the action proceeding to trial in the normal procedural course. A party rejecting the panel decision must pay the prevailing party’s actual costs “unless the verdict is more favorable to the rejecting party than the case evalua-

(b) The party had no reasonable basis to believe that the facts underlying that party’s legal position were in fact true.

(c) The party’s legal position was devoid of arguable legal merit.

Mich. Ct. R. 2.403(K)(4). Should the action proceed to trial, then the party receiving a unanimous panel decision of frivolousness shall post a bond of $5,000 to the court, which shall be utilized to pay reasonable cost should that party receive an adverse decision at trial of the action. Mich. Comp. L. §§ 600.4915(2), 600.4963(2) (2000).

254 Mich. Ct. R. 2.403(L)(1). In an action involving multiple parties, a litigant has the option of “accepting all of the awards covering the claims by or against that party or of accepting some and rejecting others,” but the litigant must “as to any particular opposing party, . . . either accept or reject the evaluation in its entirety.” Mich. Ct. R. 2.403(L)(3)(a). If a party accepts all awards within the panel decision involving multiple parties, then that party may indicate whether such acceptance is conditioned upon acceptance of all opposing parties of the panel decision or acceptance of opposing parties of the panel decision relating to particular co-parties. Mich. Ct. R. 2.403(L)(3)(b) (termed limited acceptance). Failure to include the limitation results in deemed acceptance of the panel decision as to the deemed accepting party and any other accepting party with the action proceeding between the deemed accepting party and any rejecting party. See id.

255 Mich. Ct. R. 2.403(L)(2). Acceptances and rejections are placed in a sealed envelope filed by the ADR Administrator with the Clerk of Court, and disclosure of the contents of the sealed envelope is not permitted in any subsequent trial not involving a jury. Mich. Ct. R. 2.403(N)(4).


257 Mich. Ct. R. 2.403(M)(1) (unless within that period of time the amount of the panel decision award is paid, in which case the action is dismissed). In a multiple party action, judgment or dismissal is entered against all parties accepting the panel decision. Mich. Ct. R. 2.403(M)(2).

258 Mich. Ct. R. 2.403(N)(1). Should any party’s claim or defense be found frivolous, then that party may, within fourteen days of notice of rejection of the panel decision, file a written motion with the court requesting review of the panel decision. Mich. Ct. R. 2.403(N)(2)(a) (Oral argument is permitted by the representing attorneys, but review of decision rests upon decision itself and all documentary evidence considered by the panel).
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tion."\textsuperscript{259} Yet, if the prevailing party also rejected the panel decision, then "a party is entitled to costs only if the verdict is more favorable to that party than the case evaluation."\textsuperscript{260} Either way, if the panel decision lacks unanimity, then costs are not awarded.\textsuperscript{261}

Having described the Michigan case evaluation method, the differences between it and the Irish Personal Injuries Assessment Board procedure are amplified. The Irish procedure possesses the advantage of utilizing a neutral standard, the \textit{Book of Quantum}, which sets values upon types of injuries. The \textit{Book of Quantum} draws from both legal and extralegal inputs to derive its constitution. Additionally, the Irish procedural framework permits neutral review of an action based solely upon documentary submissions, dispensing with the need for oral argument and attorney presentations. These advantages of the Irish system mitigate toward adoption of a procedure within the entire federal system more closely resembling the Irish structure than the Michigan case evaluation method.

b. Northern District of New York’s Early Neutral Evaluation

The Northern District of New York method of early neutral evaluation (ENE) closely approximates the Irish Personal Injuries Assessment Board Assessment method. A brief discussion suffices to exemplify the ENE process as similar to that of the Irish procedure, which uses individualized assessment. Generally, ENE is a process whereby a single attorney with acceptable expertise in the general subject matter of the dispute undertakes “to improve case planning and settlement prospects by providing litigants with an early advi-

\textsuperscript{259} \textit{MICH. Ct. R. 2.403(O)(1)}. Verdict is defined as “a jury verdict, . . . a judgment by the court after a nonjury trial, . . . or a judgment entered as a result of a ruling on a motion after rejection of the case evaluation.” \textit{MICH. Ct. R. 2.403(O)(2)(a)–(c)}. Costs may be denied if the verdict results from a motion after rejection of the case evaluation. \textit{MICH. Ct. R. 2.403(O)(11)}.

\textsuperscript{260} \textit{MICH. Ct. R. 2.403(O)(1)}; cf. \textit{MICH. Ct. R. 2.403(O)(4)–(5)} (describing rules for multiple party action and if verdict includes equitable relief).

\textsuperscript{261} \textit{MICH. Ct. R. 2.403(O)(7)}. Request for costs must be made by motion filed within twenty-eight days after entry of judgment. \textit{MICH. Ct. R. 2.403(O)(8)}: Actual costs are defined as:

(a) those costs taxable in any civil action; and

(b) a reasonable attorney fee based on a reasonable hourly or daily rate as determined by the trial judge for services necessitated by the rejection of the case evaluation.

\textit{MICH. Ct. R. 2.403(O)(6)}. 
sory evaluation of the likely court outcome.”262 The evaluator conducts a confidential session with the parties to “clarify arguments and evidence, identify strengths and weaknesses of the parties’ positions, and give the parties a nonbinding assessment of the merits of the case.”263 The evaluator may also mediate a settlement between the parties.264 Many federal courts offer ENE, but the Northern District of New York utilizes a distinct form of this process.265

In the Northern District of New York, the evaluator possesses the qualifications and engages in the processes generally applicable to all ENE programs nationwide.266 Yet, “[i]f settlement does not occur, the [New York] evaluator then offers his or her opinion as to the settlement value of the case, including the likelihood of liability and the likely range of damages.”267 This opinion is not binding on the parties.268

Furthermore, attendance of an insurance company representative with settlement authority is required “[i]n cases involving insurance carriers.”269 The evaluator possesses broad discretion to conduct the ENE hearing, but may not engage in formal examination of witnesses.270 At the end of the evaluation process, the evaluator submits a report to the court indicating whether the parties have reached settlement as to all or part of the issues in dis-

262 FED. JUDICIAL CTR., CIVIL LITIGATION MANAGEMENT MANUAL V.B.3(c) (2001).
263 Id.
264 See W.D. MICH. LOC. CIV. R. 16.4.
266 N.D.N.Y. L.R. 83.12-2, -4, -7 (2006). The evaluation process begins between 150 and 200 days after plaintiff’s filing of a complaint upon order of the court, by a motion of any party, or by consent of all parties. N.D.N.Y. L.R. 83.12-3(1)(a)–(c), 83.13-4(a). The entire process is confidential. Id. at 83.12-8.
267 Id. at 83.12-1. Ten days before commencement of the ENE process, each party submits a ten page, exclusive of attachments, evaluation statement detailing legal or factual issues whose resolution would facilitate settlement negotiations or reduce the scope of the litigation. Id. at 83.12-5(A)(2). Important documents must accompany the evaluation statements, and parties must identify individuals whose presence in addition to the parties would “significantly improve the productivity of the session.” Id. at 83.12-5(B), (C). Important documents include medical reports and contracts. See id.
268 Id. at 83.12-1.
269 Id. at 83.12-6(C).
270 Id. at 83.12-7(A).
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pute. Should the ENE process not reach settlement, then the case proceeds to trial in the normal course.272

The deficiency in the New York ENE is that production of a settlement value for the parties consideration is a secondary concern. The ENE neutral also does not possess a methodological guide, like the Book of Quantum, to direct the neutral in making an evaluation of the case. The primary purpose of ENE is to assess the merits of the case, rather than permit the parties to view a cash valuation of the action. Unlike the Irish Board’s sole reliance on documents, the New York process permits both oral and written presentation of the case. Nonetheless, the New York ENE permits the neutral to make an assessment of the likely range of damages. This authorization to engage in, essentially, the same conduct as the Irish Board’s assessor provides substantial precedent for enacting a federal procedure similar to the Personal Injuries Assessment Board. Also, parties are free to reject the evaluator’s assessment and proceed to trial.

c. The Civil Justice Reform Act of 1990

Although most of the 1990 Act’s provisions have expired, this brief discussion of the Act demonstrates the great need seen by the U.S. Congress to enact reforms to assist judges in expediting resolution of civil actions.273 Both the Michigan and New York ADR systems are responses to U.S. congressional findings that the significant cost and delays occurring in district court actions necessitated introduction of an “effective litigation management and cost and delay reduction program.”274 The Congress mandated the develop-

271 Id. at 83.12-10(1).
272 Id. at 83.12-10(4).
274 Civil Justice Reform Act of 1990 § 102. The Judicial Conference of the United States includes the Chief Justice of the United States Supreme Court, the chief judge of each judicial circuit, the chief judge of the Court of International Trade, and a district judge from each judicial circuit. 28 U.S.C. § 331 (2000). Cf. 20 CHARLES ALAN WRIGHT & MARY KAY KANE, FEDERAL PRACTICE & PROCEDURE: DESKBOOK § 67 (2002) (discussing criticism of Act as overstepping Congressional authority); Carl Tobias, Local Federal Civil
ment and implementation of expense and delay reduction plans “to facilitate deliberate adjudication of civil cases on the merits, monitor discovery, improve litigation management, and ensure just, speedy, and inexpensive resolutions of civil disputes” by each federal district court or by the Judicial Conference of the United States.275

Two provisions of the Act are still currently in force. First, the Act charged the Judicial Conference to continually study “ways to improve litigation management and dispute resolution services in the district courts” and to communicate its findings periodically to the district courts.276 Second, the Act further instructed the Judicial Conference to promulgate a manual containing “a description and analysis of the litigation management, cost and delay reduction principles and techniques, and alternative dispute resolution programs considered most effective . . . .”277

The Judicial Conference produced its first such manual in 1992 and an amended version in 2001.278 The contents of the manual are not binding on district court judges, but serve as guidelines to achieve the Act’s goals. The manual covers judicial involvement from the inception of a case to trial with special emphasis on Rule 16 pretrial conferences, discovery management, and appropriate utilization of ADR processes.279

Legislative direction to the Judicial Conference to produce the manual described above provides a basis for Congress to charge the Conference with promulgation of a personal injuries valuation manual that mimicks the Irish Book of Quantum. The American version of the Book of Quantum would provide ranges of compensation with reference to particular injuries sustained by the plaintiff. The manual would be utilized by federal judges to value a personal injury case in the event parties elected to proceed through a special procedure. This special procedure would incorporate

---

279 CIVIL LITIGATION MANAGEMENT MANUAL, supra note 278, at 11–41, 57–77.
Scottish-style valuation statements, pretrial hearings, and expedited resolution timetables. Additionally, this American special procedure would incorporate Irish case valuation by reference to independent guidelines providing the judge with a method for determining a settlement value for the case based upon the particular injuries sustained by an individual.

d. Irish Procedure for Litigating a Personal Injury Action

The Irish recognized the benefit of coupling the Personal Injuries Assessment Board, an extrajudicial entity, with a streamlined court procedure for personal injury litigants. Both American ADR systems described above permitted litigants to resume the ordinary progress of their case to trial after failing to settle. The Irish recognized the benefit of allowing cases that progressed through the Personal Injuries Assessment Board to access a streamlined court procedure.280 The procedure is also available to individuals whose actions are excluded from the Board’s process.281

The impetus for the reform of the way personal injury cases were litigated in the courts began with the 2002 Motor Insurance Advisory Board’s report that recommended introduction of new court procedures governing personal injury actions.282 The Committee on Court Practice and Procedure acted on the Motor Insurance Advisory Board’s report by identifying sixteen specific deficiencies in the traditional method of litigating personal injury cases.283 Among the sixteen deficiencies were the excessive cost of litigating personal injury claims, the length of time taken to resolve an action, the lack of urgency in the pretrial phases of the litigation,
and the failure of cases to expeditiously settle. Because of these deficiencies, the Committee recommended adoption of new rules to streamline the litigation process by introduction of simplified pleadings, accelerated timeframes for completing various portions of litigation, and procedural mechanisms to induce settlement of cases. The result of the Commission’s work was the Civil Liability and Courts Act of 2004.

Like the procedural reforms in Scotland, the new Irish court procedure “encourages the parties to make all possible efforts to settle proceedings.” The general principle governing the 2004 procedural reforms is that the courts, in awarding damages, must refer to the Personal Injuries Assessment Board’s Book of Quantum. Both processes focus on an expeditious settlement, albeit through differing mechanisms. The new court procedure applies to a plaintiff who initiates a civil action excluded from the Board procedure, as well as to those who refuse a Board assessment or reject an assessor’s statement of damages.
The reforms enacted by the 2004 Civil Liability and Courts Act function in all three of Ireland’s courts. Because severe criticism of excessively high jury awards prior to 1988 resulted in the abolition of trial by jury, personal injury litigants in each of these courts lack the option to resolve their case by jury trial. For civil claims likely to exceed €38,092 in damages, a litigant files his action with the High Court. The Circuit Courts have jurisdiction over claims for civil damages up to €38,092. Should a litigant seek civil damages not exceeding €6,350, he files in one of the Dis-

district Courts.  294 Personal injury cases proceed in exactly the same manner in all of these courts.  295

i. Letter of Claim, Summons, and Defenses

The 2004 reforms go further than the Scottish procedural changes previously discussed because the Irish procedure begins its drive to settlement before a plaintiff files a formal action. A prospective plaintiff must, within two months of the date plaintiff was injured, send a “letter of claim” to “the wrongdoer or alleged wrongdoer stating the nature of the wrong alleged to have been committed by him or her.”  296 The purpose of the letter is to give notice of prospective legal proceedings and provide the prospective defendant “sufficient details of the particular incident at issue so that the alleged wrongdoer could investigate the merits of the claim.”  297 Like the Scottish optional procedure, the Irish court rules emphasize preparation and investigation prior to filing a civil action. After service of the letter of claim, a plaintiff may then commence a judicial action through the filing of a “personal injuries summons.”  298

The summons contains the occupation of the plaintiff and defendant, as well as description of the injuries suffered by the plaintiff, details about the circumstances and events giving rise to the injuries, an articulation of any claims by the plaintiff for special damages, and an account of the negligent acts of the defendant.  299 Failure to utilize the format of the personal injury summons results in dismissal of the action or an order for the plaintiff to comply or amend his summons.  300 The failure may also be considered by the judge in determining the appropriate award of costs or if costs shall

294 BYRNE & MCCUTCHEON, supra note 291, at 156 (citing Courts Act, §2). The District Courts sit in twenty-four districts throughout Ireland. Id. at 105 (citing Courts (Supplemental Provisions) Act, §32(1)). As with the Circuit Court, parties may consent to the District Court hearing a claim for damages in excess of the court’s jurisdictional limitations. Id. at 160 (citing Courts Act, § 4(c) and noting this right is by Act and not codified into a District Court Rule).


297 DELANY & McGrath, supra note 175, at 629.

298 Civil Liability and Courts Act, § 10.

299 Id. § 10(2).

300 Id. § 10(3)
be awarded to the plaintiff if he prevails in the claim.\textsuperscript{301} The summons reflects the Scottish preference for factual narrative because the Irish rules require that the summons “contain full and detailed particulars of the claim of which the action consists and of each allegation, assertion or plea comprising that claim.”\textsuperscript{302}

The plaintiff must also serve on the defendant a “verifying affidavit,” which accompanies any pleadings where the plaintiff makes allegations or assertions.\textsuperscript{303} The affidavit itself must be filed with the court, and subjects the filing party to dismissal of the action and criminal penalties should the affidavit be proved false or misleading.\textsuperscript{304} The purpose of the affidavit is to protect against false and exaggerated claims.\textsuperscript{305} The verifying affidavit protects against the three types of exaggeration:

(i) where the whole claim is concocted, (ii) where there is a genuine claim but the effect of the injuries is exaggerated by the claimant because of a subjective belief that the injuries have had a worse effect [then] they have . . . [and] (iii) . . . where there is a genuine case of negligence established but the plaintiff deliberately exaggerates the injuries, knowing that he or she is exaggerating the injuries and their effects.\textsuperscript{306}

Once the summons is filed and served upon the defendant, the defendant may request limited additional factual information from the plaintiff concerning the claim asserted.\textsuperscript{307} Additionally, the de-

\textsuperscript{301} \textit{Id.} § 10(4).
\textsuperscript{302} \textit{Delany} & \textit{McGrath, supra} note 175, at 633.
\textsuperscript{303} Civil Liability and Courts Act, § 14(1). A verifying affidavit must also accompany defendant’s pleading. \textit{Id.} § 14(2).
\textsuperscript{304} \textit{Id.} §§ 26(2), 29(1). The criminal penalty is “a fine not exceeding €100,000, or imprisonment for a term not exceeding 10 years, or to both.” \textit{Id.} § 29(1).
\textsuperscript{306} \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{307} Civil Liability and Courts Act, § 11. The information capable of production at the defendant’s request includes:

(a) particulars of any personal injuries action brought by the plaintiff in which a court made an award of damages,
(b) particulars of any personal injury action brought by the plaintiff which was withdrawn or settled,
(c) particulars of any injury sustained or treatment administered to the plaintiff that would have a bearing on the personal injury to which the personal injuries action relates, and
(d) the name of any persons from whom the plaintiff received such medical treatment.

\textit{Id.} § 11(1) (referred in Act as further information).
defendant may obtain information about the plaintiff’s income or other sources of earnings before filing his defenses.\textsuperscript{308} Eight weeks after receiving the summons, the defendant files his defenses, which like plaintiff’s summons, contains detailed factual assertions denying or admitting each of the plaintiff’s allegations.\textsuperscript{309} Any counterclaims of the defendant must be submitted with the defenses.\textsuperscript{310} Should the defendant fail to file these pleadings as required, he is subject to an order for compliance, judgment entered against him, and consideration of failure or refusal to comply in the amount of the order for payment of costs.\textsuperscript{311} The plaintiff may file a reply within six weeks of receipt of the defense.\textsuperscript{312} Additionally, the plaintiff may file a defense to the counterclaim within eight weeks of the receipt of the counterclaim.\textsuperscript{313}

The above discussion of the initial stages of Irish procedure for litigating personal injury actions reveals a process similar to the Scottish optional procedure. Both value detailed factual pleadings to give notice to both parties of the basis and nature of their claims. Both also operate on an expedited timeframe for filing pleadings.

\textsuperscript{308} Id. § 11(2) (information limited to that permitted by appropriate governmental ministries’ regulation). Failure to comply with defendant’s requests results in the same remedies articulated above, i.e. order to comply, dismissal, and consideration in amount of costs award to victorious plaintiff. \emph{Id.} § 11(3).

\textsuperscript{309} \textsc{Delany & McGrath}, supra note 175, at 634-35. The defense must contain:

\begin{itemize}
  \item[(a)] the allegations specified, or matters pleaded, in the personal injury summons of which the defendant does not require proof,
  \item[(b)] the allegations specified, or matters pleaded in the personal injuries summons of which he or she requires proof,
  \item[(c)] the grounds upon which the defendant claims that he or she is not liable for any injuries suffered by the plaintiff, and
  \item[(d)] where the defendant alleges that some or all of the personal injuries suffered by the plaintiff were occasioned in whole or in part by the plaintiff’s own acts, the grounds upon which he or she so alleges.
\end{itemize}

\textsc{Civil Liability and Courts Act}, § 12(1).

\textsuperscript{310} The mandatory information to be included with defendant’s counterclaims is as follows:

\begin{itemize}
  \item[(b)] the injuries to the defendant alleged to have been occasioned by the wrong of the plaintiff,
  \item[(c)] full particulars of all items of special damage in respect of which the defendant is making a claim,
  \item[(d)] full particulars of the acts of the plaintiff constituting the said wrong and the circumstances relating to the commission of the said wrong,
  \item[(e)] full particulars of each instance of negligence by the plaintiff.
\end{itemize}

\textsc{Id.} § 12(2).

\textsuperscript{311} \textsc{Id.} § 12(3).

\textsuperscript{312} \textsc{Delany & McGrath}, supra note 175, at 635.

\textsuperscript{313} \textsc{Id.}
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The Irish system employs the letter of claim and the defendant’s right to request additional information before filing a defense to provide the defendant with abundant information about the action before formally entering into the litigation. These two devices allow the defendant to make a meaningful appraisal of the plaintiff’s case and permit the defendant to offer settlement outside the court structure should the plaintiff’s case prove strong. The verifying affidavit provides a level of assurance that the plaintiff’s claim is truthful and reliable. Additionally, the penalties associated with filing a false claim serve to deter fraudulent litigants from entering the system.

ii. Pretrial Hearings

In contrast to the Scottish procedure’s single pretrial hearing focused strictly on settlement of the case, the Irish rules empower the courts to convene multiple pretrial hearings to assist the parties in fleshing out the issues in dispute. During pretrial hearings and trial of the action, the court may order the presentation of evidence by affidavit to expedite the resolution of the case. The court may also appoint any expert “it considers appropriate to carry out investigations into, and give expert evidence in relation to, such matters as the court directs.” The cost of employing such an expert shall be paid as ordered by the court. Similar to American procedure, these powers are conferred upon the courts to shorten the length of the trial.

iii. The Mediation Conference

In addition to judicial ability to hold pretrial meetings, any party to the personal injury action may request the court to order a

314 Civil Liability and Courts Act, § 18(1).
315 Id. § 19 (giving due regard to the right of cross examination).
316 Id. § 20(1). Should the court appoint an expert, the parties must cooperate with the individual by producing
(a) (i) any report or other document prepared by the party, or
(ii) any report or other document prepared on behalf of the party concerned, for the purposes of or in contemplation of the personal injuries action, and
(b) any document or information used or referred to for the purpose of preparing the report.
Id. § 20(2).
317 Id. § 20(3). Parties retain the right to cross-examine the expert. Id. § 20(4).
318 BYRNE & BINCHY, supra note 174, at 411.
mediation conference before the trial of the claim.\textsuperscript{319} The court may order such a conference if the court believes the conference would likely result in settlement of the claim.\textsuperscript{320} Should the court find the mediation conference appropriate, the parties agree on a time and place to hold the conference.\textsuperscript{321}

A chairperson, agreed to by all parties, presides over the mediation conference.\textsuperscript{322} The court appoints a chairperson if the parties fail to agree.\textsuperscript{323} The chairperson delivers to the court and the parties a report of the mediation conference indicating whether a settlement occurred along with the terms of the settlement signed by the parties if a settlement resulted.\textsuperscript{324} The chairperson’s notes, evidence presented, records, and all communications occurring during the mediation conference are confidential and inadmissible in any civil or criminal proceedings.\textsuperscript{325} Costs of the mediation conference are borne as ordered by the court.\textsuperscript{326}

The possibility of referral to mediation outside the gambit of judicial procedure is an inefficient reform. To direct parties to resolve their dispute outside the court system reflects a failure of the judiciary and procedure to effectively assist the parties in resolution of the dispute. The purpose in reforming the pleading structure and reducing the time taken in court to conclude the controversy is to guarantee that litigants employ judicial procedure rather than avoid it.

Both the mediation conference and pretrial hearings reflect a greater judicial role in resolution of a personal injury case. It is the judge who possesses the authority to decide whether a conference

\textsuperscript{319} Civil Liability and Courts Act, § 15.
\textsuperscript{320} Id. § 15(1)(b) (court orders time and place should parties disagree).
\textsuperscript{321} Id. § 15(3).
\textsuperscript{322} Id. § 15(4)(a).
\textsuperscript{323} Id. § 15(4)(b). The chairperson appointed by the Court must possess the following mandatory qualifications: “(I) be a practising barrister or practising solicitor of not less than [five] years standing, or (II) a person nominated by a body prescribed, for the purpose of this section, by order of the Minister.” Id.
\textsuperscript{324} Civil Liability and Courts Act, §16(1)(b). The Chairperson submits a report to the court stating the reasons the mediation conference did not occur. Id. § 16(1)(a).
\textsuperscript{325} Id. § 15(5).
\textsuperscript{326} Id. § 15(6).
between the parties will lead to settlement as well as how best to frame the issues in dispute between the parties. Greater judicial involvement to resolve the case is laudable because the judge already occupies the role of neutral arbiter.

iv. Formal Written Offers of Settlement Before Trial

The plaintiff, before trial of the claim, must serve upon the defendant a formal written offer that includes terms of settlement to settle the case. The defendant must formally respond to the plaintiff’s offer by either presenting a counter settlement offer or a declaration that the defendant is not prepared to settle the case for any sum of money. The formal offers are filed with the court, but the trial judge is not made aware of the terms of the formal offer until judgment upon the claim is entered. After judgment is entered, the trial judge reviews the terms of the formal offer and the reasonableness of the conduct of the parties in proposing the formal offer and considers both in ordering the payment of costs in an action.

The requirement for service of formal offers of settlement by each party is an efficient procedural mechanism. Where the Scots required submission of detailed valuation statements, the Irish employ formal settlement offers to explicitly cause settlement of the matter. Another benefit of the Irish scheme is the requirement that the defendant file a complete denial to settle the matter. This device permits the case to proceed directly to trial and dispense with referral of the case to ADR. The Irish permit settlement offers at any time before trial of the action, but a more efficient rule would be for parties to make formal offers of settlement before a Scottish-type pretrial meeting to allow greater disclosure of each party’s position.

327 Id. § 17(1). The defendant shall also serve upon the plaintiff a formal written offer with terms of settlement or a statement indicating the defendant refuses to pay plaintiff any monetary sum to settle the case. Id. § 17(2).
328 Id. § 17(2).
329 Id. § 17(4). The formal offer is filed with the court after the prescribed date, which (a) in the case of the High Court and Circuit Court, commence on the prescribed date and end on the expiration of fourteen days after the service of the notice of trial in those proceedings; and (b) in the case of the District Court, commence on the prescribed date and end on the expiration of four days after the delivery of a defense in those proceedings.
v. Similar American Procedural Devices

The Irish procedural reforms are not entirely foreign to current federal procedure. The offers of settlement and mediation conference bear similarity to Rule 68 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and federal statutes requiring litigants to consider ADR programs. Rule 68 grants the defendant the ability to serve upon the plaintiff an offer of judgment ten days before the date scheduled for trial.331 If the offer is accepted by written notice to the offering party, then either party may file the offer and acceptance with the Clerk of the District Court who shall enter judgment according to the terms of the offer.332 If the offer is not accepted, it is deemed withdrawn and is inadmissible except for a determination of costs.333 Additionally, should the non-offering party receive judgment in its favor for an amount less than the offer, then such party must pay the other party’s costs incurred after service of the offer.334

The provisions of this rule were introduced to “encourage settlements and avoid protracted litigation.”335 The Rules Advisory Committee and the federal judiciary acknowledge the rule’s sparse use, but both agree on the rule’s tremendous potential impact upon litigation.336 A 1994 Federal Judicial Center Study revealed a large majority of attorneys favored amendment of Rule 68 to permit any party to initiate an offer of judgment, rather than solely the defendant as authorized under the current rule.337 The same study also indicated that attorneys perceived a drastic reduction in litigation costs resulting from settlement.338

The offer process is similar to the Irish procedure, but does not require the plaintiff to serve a formal settlement offer upon the defendant. The American defendant is not required to respond to a mandatory settlement offer with either a counteroffer or statement refusing settlement. Further, American litigants engage Rule

---

331 FED. R. CIV. P. 68.
332 Id.
333 Id.
334 Id (rule permits multiple offers).
335 Id., FED. R. CIV. P. 68 advisory committee’s note (1946).
337 JOHN E. SHAPARD, LIKELY CONSEQUENCES OF AMENDMENTS TO RULE 68, FEDERAL RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE 3 (Federal Judicial Center 1995).
338 Id. at 7–8 (indicating attorneys’ estimated 45 percent reduction in litigation costs through settlement).
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68 only ten days before trial. Also, the rule does not operate in a procedure specially designed for efficiency and the production of a just settlement. If no other reform in this article is adopted, a revised Rule 68 adhering to the text of the Irish rule would likely realize the potential both attorneys and judges believe Rule 68 could have to impact litigation by reducing litigation costs.

The Irish court procedure’s referral to a mediation conference is similar to federal statutes and local district court rules authorizing federal judges to use ADR procedures.339 Provision of ADR to civil litigants within the federal system is mandatory, as all such litigants are required by statute to consider ADR.340 This statutory scheme, enacted in 1998, embraces a congressional finding that ADR provides, among other things, “greater efficiency in achieving settlements.”341 The statute permits individual district courts to exclude or require certain actions as well as categories of actions to be referred to ADR.342 Regulation of a panel of neutrals falls to each individual district court through establishment of local rules regarding qualifications and selection of neutrals from the panel to hear particular cases.343

Whereas Irish court procedure embraces mediation, American federal law specifically advocates arbitration.344 The arbitration


344 Id. § 654(a) (prohibiting individual district courts from referring cases to arbitration where money damages claimed exceed $150,000 or the action involves alleged violation of constitutional or statutory civil rights). Qualifications of arbitrators are also determined through local rule by individual federal district courts. Id. § 655(b); see also BARBARA S. MEIERHOEFER, FEDERAL JUDICIAL CENTER REPORT: COURT-ANNEXED ARBITRATION IN
award functions as a civil judgment.345 Where Irish procedure considers settlement through mediation the end of a case, American litigants may place their case back on the trial docket as if no referral to arbitration occurred by filing a demand for trial within thirty days of an arbitration award.346 Because Americans preserve trial by jury, evidence of the arbitration award or the fact arbitration transpired is inadmissible in the subsequent trial.347

A final passing similarity between American federal procedure and the Irish court procedure is the requirement of a verifying affidavit. Generally, American federal practice does not require verified pleadings or affidavits supporting pleadings or motions.348 Yet, specific federal statutes and rules may require verified pleadings.349 The requirement for a verifying affidavit in federal practice might insulate attorneys from sanctions should a litigant’s assertions prove untruthful.350

e. Beneficial Irish Procedures Federal Procedure Should Incorporate

The Irish concept of providing an extrajudicial mechanism to provide litigants a reasonable assessment of damages coupled with a streamlined court procedure should be emulated by American federal procedure. Rather than place the power of assessment with a Personal Injuries Assessment Board, American federal procedure should permit the trial judge to make an assessment of dam-

---

345 28 U.S.C. § 657(a), (c)(1)–(2) (2000). The trial judge may not receive the contents of the arbitration award until the final judgment on the case is rendered or the action is otherwise terminated. Id. § 657(b); cf. ROBERT TIMOTHY REAGAN, ET AL., FEDERAL JUDICIAL CENTER REPORT: SEALED SETTLEMENT AGREEMENTS IN FEDERAL DISTRICT COURT (2004) (providing statistical analysis and reproducing local rules on sealing settlement agreements as well as indicating personal injury cases resulted in the greatest percentage of sealed settlements).


347 Id. § 657(c)(3) (unless such information is admissible under the Federal Rules of Evidence or the parties stipulate to the admissibility of such facts). The subsequent trial is the de novo trial previously requested by the party filing the demand for de novo trial.

348 FED. R. CIV. P. 11(a). For state rules regarding verification, see generally 71 C.J.S. Pleading § 486 (2000).
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ages for the parties’ consideration. By reference to an American version of the Irish Book of Quantum, the trial judge would make an assessment of damages in all federal personal injury cases, including medical negligence actions.

The non-binding assessment of damages would follow Irish procedure in permitting litigants to accept or reject the assessment. Rejection of the assessment by any party would then permit the case to proceed upon an expedited track to trial by jury. In order to maximize judicial time in making the assessment of damages, formal offers of settlement would be exchanged by the parties and filed with the court prior to a Scottish-type pretrial meeting focused on settlement of the case. Should the pretrial meeting not result in settlement, then the trial judge would make an Irish-style assessment of damages. Additionally, federal procedure would require traditional American-style pleadings to be accompanied by a verifying affidavit to deter fraudulent claims.

Discussion of the means to incorporate these Irish reforms into federal procedure occurs in Part II of this article. Through an amalgamation of Scottish and Irish beneficial reforms, American procedure may develop an efficient system for litigating federal personal injury actions. Incorporation of these elements into American practice requires introduction of a new rule of civil procedure and a minor amendment to a federal statute. Thus, the new American procedure for litigating personal injuries actions will result from judicial rulemaking and congressional action.

II. REFORMING THE U.S. FEDERAL SYSTEM FOR LITIGATING PERSONAL INJURY CASES

A. New Optional Procedure for Federal Personal Injury Cases Incorporating Foreign Procedural Devices

The optional procedure for personal injury actions shall apply to all federal cases involving personal injury, whether founded on federal question or diversity of citizenship jurisdiction. The plaintiff shall elect whether to proceed under the optional procedure or to commence an ordinary federal civil action. The defendant shall retain the right to object to the optional procedure. Objection to the optional procedure places the action on the ordinary track to resolution under the current Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.

---

Procedure. Absent a defense objection at the initiation of the case, the personal injury action progresses under the scheme proposed below.

Although the benefits of Scottish and Irish narrative fact pleading have been noted, the optional procedure shall employ the traditional structure of American pleadings. The optional procedure alters the timeframe for the filing of traditional pleadings and requires the plaintiff’s complaint and defendant’s answer to be accompanied by a verifying affidavit. Additionally, the plaintiff must include with the complaint and verifying affidavit a report by a treating medical doctor concerning the injuries suffered by the plaintiff.

Within twenty-eight days of service of a summons, the defendant must file his answer and counterclaims. Thirty days after plaintiff files the summons and verifying affidavit, the plaintiff’s valuation statement must be filed with the court and served upon the defendant. Within the same time period plaintiff may file a reply to any counterclaims. The defendant shall file a valuation statement within thirty days after receipt of the plaintiff’s valuation statement.

A pretrial meeting held for the sole purpose of settling the case shall be ordered by the court after the complaint and answer are filed. The pretrial meeting shall occur twenty-eight days after the filing of the defendant’s valuation statement. Five days prior to the pretrial meeting the parties shall file with the court and serve upon each other formal offers of settlement. Should the defendant not desire to settle the case, than he shall file a statement to that effect. In the event the defendant files such a statement, the pretrial meeting shall be for the purpose of narrowing the issues in dispute between the parties. If the parties settle the case at the pretrial meeting, then case resolution will occur within eighty-eight days or about twelve and a half weeks from the date of the case’s initiation.

Should the case not settle at the pretrial meeting the trial judge shall make an assessment of damages according to the Book of Compensation, the American version of the Book of Quantum, produced by the U.S. Judicial Conference. Assignment of the production of the Book of Compensation to the Judicial Conference occurs by minor amendment to 28 U.S.C. § 331 by inserting an ad-
ditional paragraph into the statute. The new paragraph would make the Conference responsible for the production and maintenance of a Book of Compensation for use by district court judges in providing to litigants an assessment of damages as provided for in the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. The paragraph would define the Book of Compensation as a methodology for determining the appropriate level of damages in a personal injury case based upon a set range of cash values. According to the statute, the Judicial Conference would promulgate the Book of Compensation to each district court, and engage in a continuous review of the schedules of damages contained within the Book to ensure the reasonableness of the amounts indicated in the schedules.

The Conference should adopt a method for assessing damages similar to or exactly the same as the methodology for determining the appropriate amount of damages as the Irish Book of Quantum. The Irish technique for assessing damages required the assessor to first locate the type of injury under one of the four general regions of the body. Next, the assessor identified the entry within the general region applicable to the injury claimed by the plaintiff in the present case. The assessor then determined the severity of the injury. The seriousness of an injury was determined by reference to three severity levels. Each level of severity corresponded to a range of appropriate damages to compensate the injured plaintiff.

Rather than an assessor, the trial judge, a magistrate judge, or a senior judge shall issue a written assessment of damages to the parties within twenty days after the pretrial meeting. Parties shall have twenty days to either accept or reject the assessment. Should parties accept the assessment, the judge shall enter an order of payment in the amount of damages assessed. In the case of acceptance by all parties of the assessment, the case shall resolve in 128 days or about eighteen weeks from the case’s initiation.

Should either party reject the assessment, the judge shall order a discovery conference to be held within twenty-eight days of the expiration of the twenty day period for acceptance of the assessment. At the conclusion of the discovery conference, the trial judge shall order the completion of discovery within 120 days of

353 See id. §§ 294, 636.
354 The orders for payment may be kept on a separate register by the clerk of the court for each district court so that these registers may be transmitted annually for statistical purposes to the Judicial Conference. FED. R. CIV P. 79(b).
the discovery conference. Each party shall have one motion to extend the discovery period for sixty days as of right. No other motions to extend the discovery phase past 240 days shall be accepted.

Trial of the action shall occur at the expiration of the discovery phrase. With no extensions in the discovery phase by either party, trial of the case will occur 148 days or twenty-one weeks after the assessment of damages. Should both parties exercise their motion to extend the discovery phase, the case would be tried 268 days or thirty-eight weeks after submission to the parties of the assessment. Trial of personal injury actions would occur approximately nine months after the filing of the complaint. Litigants progressing to trial of their personal injuries case shall retain the right of appeal.355

Consideration of the proposed new civil procedure rule aids in the presentation of the optional procedure. The proposed new rule appears below.

Rule 71B. Optional Personal Injury Procedure

(a) Applicability of Other Rules. The Rules of Civil Procedure for the United States District Courts govern the adjudication of a personal injury action, except as otherwise provided for in this rule.

(b) Commencement of Action. A personal injury action invoking the optional procedure is commenced by filing with the court and service upon the defendant of a complaint whose caption reads in bold font, “Optional Personal Injury Procedure,” an affidavit verifying the factual allegations of the complaint executed by the plaintiff, and a report by a medical doctor detailing the injuries sustained by the plaintiff.

(1) Defendant’s Right to Object to Optional Procedure. Defendant may object to commencement of the optional procedure by filing with the court and serving upon the defendant a statement indicating objection to plaintiff’s election of the optional procedure. Such objection shall be filed and served no later than five days after receipt by the defendant of the plaintiff’s complaint. Objection by the defendant removes the action from the optional procedure.

(c) Abbreviated Timetable. Absent defendant’s objection, the defendant shall file and serve, within twenty-eight days of receipt of plaintiff’s complaint, an answer to plaintiff’s complaint accompanied with an affidavit verifying the factual allegations executed by

355 Cf. FED. R. CIV. P. 54(a) (defining judgment); FED. R. APP. P. 3–5 (rules governing appeals as of right and discretionary appeals).
the defendant. Defendant may file and serve a counterclaim, in the same manner prescribed for a plaintiff commencing an optional procedure action, at the same time as the answer.

(1) **Valuation Statements.** Plaintiff shall file and serve a valuation statement thirty days after receipt of defendant’s answer. The valuation statement shall be on Form 1C accompanied by documents supporting the cash values for damages stated in the form. Defendant shall file and serve a valuation statement within thirty days of receipt of plaintiff’s valuation statement in the same manner as prescribed for plaintiff.

(2) **Reply to Counterclaim.** Plaintiff may file and serve a reply to defendant’s counterclaim(s) with plaintiff’s valuation statement.

(3) **Order for Pretrial Meeting.** An order by the court setting a pretrial meeting shall issue immediately after the filing of defendant’s answer with the court. The order shall require parties to attend a pretrial meeting with the court to discuss settlement of the action. Parties shall be required to attend the pretrial meeting with any representatives necessary to give consent to a settlement of the action. The court may require the attendance of any other necessary parties at the pretrial meeting should the court determine that the attendance of such parties would facilitate settlement of the action. The pretrial meeting shall occur within twenty-eight days after defendant files his valuation statement.

(4) **Formal Offers of Settlement.** Each party shall file with the court and serve upon the other, five days before the pretrial meeting, a formal settlement offer including terms of settlement. Defendant may elect to file and serve a declaration that the defendant is not prepared to settle the case for any sum of money at anytime before the pretrial meeting. Should defendant file such a declaration, the pretrial meeting shall focus on narrowing the issues in dispute between the parties.

(5) **Assessment of Damages.** Should the pretrial meeting fail to resolve the action in settlement the court shall make an assessment of damages in accord with the *Book of Compensation* promulgated by the Judicial Conference of the United States. The court shall produce a written assessment of damages to the parties twenty days after the pretrial meeting. Either party may accept or reject the assessment. Acceptance of the assessment by both parties shall result in an order of payment issued by the court. Rejection by one party causes the action to continue to trial of the action according to this rule. Parties shall have twenty days to accept or
reject the assessment of damages. The court, if a party rejects the assessment, shall convene a discovery conference within twenty-eight days after the expiration of the twenty day period to accept the assessment of damages.

(6) Discovery Conference. The court will convene a discovery conference with the parties to consider the nature and basis of their claims and defenses, the subjects on which discovery may be needed, when discovery should be completed, and whether discovery should be conducted in phases or be limited to or focused upon particular issues. The court shall order the completion of discovery within 120 days of the discovery conference. The court shall grant as of right, one motion for a sixty day extension of discovery for each party. No other motions to extend the discovery past 240 days shall be entertained by the court.

(7) Trial. Trial of the action shall occur immediately after the close of discovery. The mode of trial shall be either trial by jury or by the court in accordance with Rules 38 and 39.

(8) Appeal. Either party may appeal from a judgment entered after trial of an action as provided for by rule or statute.

The proposed valuation statement Form 1C would resemble the form appearing below.

*Form 1C. Valuation Statement*

**Damages**

1. Personal injury
   a. (insert corresponding *Book of Compensation* description)
   b. Describe applicable *Book of Compensation* quantification factors
   c. Total: $

2. Past wage loss
   a. Date from which wage loss claimed:
   b. Date to which wage loss claimed:
   c. Rate of net wage loss (per week, per month or per annum):
   d. Total: $

3. Interest on past wage loss
   a. Percentage applied to past wage loss (state percentage rate):

---

356 This language is borrowed from Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(f).
b. Total: $

4. Future wage loss
a. Specify method of calculation:
b. Total: $

5. Future loss of capacity to provide personal services
a. Specify method of calculation
b. Total: $

6. Needs and other expenses
a. Specify method of calculation
b. Total: $

7. Specify any other included items
a. Total: $

The optional procedure proposed results in uniform federal practice. Through the Book of Compensation, a guidepost in assessing the cash value of a personal injury action, parties benefit from a judicial assessment of damages. The judge in the optional procedure actively facilitates settlement between the parties by rendering an assessment of damages and engages in a greater managerial role through participation in the discovery conference.

The expanded role of the judge in the optional procedure comports with existing law. Judicial assessment of damages is similar to the authority granted to the trial judge in a summary judgment proceeding. In a hearing on a motion for summary judgment where the motion does not dispense with the case, the judge examines the pleadings and evidence, and interrogates counsel to ascertain the disputed factual issues. The judge then issues an order “specifying the facts that appear without substantial controversy, including the extent to which the amount of damages or other relief is not in controversy, and directing such further proceedings in the action as are just.” The Code of Conduct for U.S. Judges permits judges, “with consent of the parties, [to] confer separately with the parties and their counsel in an effort to mediate or settle pending matters.” It has been noted that ethical concerns may arise in “nonjury trials, when a judge may be involved in

358 Fed. R. Civ. P. 16(b)–(c) (authorizing judge to enter scheduling order setting dates for completion of discovery, additional conferences, filing of motions, as well as to facilitate settlement).
360 Id.
361 Id.
settlement discussions, probe the parties’ assessments of the value of the case, review the parties’ settlement offers (and perhaps suggest to them specific settlement amounts), and then, when settlement talks fail, try the case and award damages. A judge should evaluate on a case by case basis the need for disqualification from trial in this situation.

The optional procedure is superior to ADR because the settlement results from court procedure. Rather than parties referring an action to a neutral outside the court system, litigants benefit from the trial judge’s knowledge of the law in rendering an assessment of damages. Further, the assessment of damages focuses at the heart of the personal injury dispute—a cash award for the maintenance or recompense of the injured party by the injurer.

B. Potential Legal Impediments to Establishment of the New Optional Procedure for Federal Personal Injury Cases: the Rules Enabling Act, the Rules of Decision Act & the Concept of Federalism

The proposal of a new uniform federal procedure for litigating personal injury actions, which incorporates elements of the Scottish and Irish procedures, must address the jurisprudential restrictions of the Rules Enabling Act (REA), the Rules of Decision Act (RDA), and the concept of federalism. Each proscribes the spheres of authority between state and federal law to fashion new procedural mechanisms in various ways. The REA permits the U.S. Supreme Court to promulgate procedural rules governing the

adjudication of actions within the federal courts.\textsuperscript{369} The RDA requires federal courts “exercising diversity jurisdiction to obey the decisional law of the state in which they [sit].”\textsuperscript{370} The concept of federalism delineates authority to establish and regulate procedure within the federal courts between the Congress and the Judicial Branch—but the “Supreme Court has never materially clarified those procedural matters that only Congress can regulate and those which Congress can delegate to the courts.”\textsuperscript{371}

The RDA, REA, and federalism interact in a morass of judicially-created tests which cause much uncertainty as to the appropriate operation of each principle in a given case. The culmination of this ambiguity is the exercise of diversity of citizenship jurisdiction by the federal courts.\textsuperscript{372} In 1824, Justice Story authored the Supreme Court’s initial pronouncement attempting to clarify the ambiguity of the interaction between the RDA, REA, and federalism. In \textit{Swift v. Tyson},\textsuperscript{373} the Court dealt with the argument that the RDA required federal courts to adhere to the decisional law produced by state courts as determinative in federal diversity actions.\textsuperscript{374} The Court reasoned that laws are not analogous to court decisions, and therefore state judicial decisional law need not be applied by federal courts under diversity of citizenship jurisdiction in disputes involving general matters of law.\textsuperscript{375} The meaning of “laws” in the RDA “limited its application to state laws, strictly local, that is to say, to the positive statutes of the state, and the construction thereof adopted by the local tribunals, and to rights and titles to things having a permanent locality, such as the rights and titles to real estate, and other matters immovable and intra-

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{370} Issacharoff, \textit{supra} note 368, at 136. “Except in matters governed by the Federal Constitution or by acts of Congress, the law to be applied in any case is the law of the state.” Erie R.R. Co. v. Tompkins, 304 U.S. 64, 78 (1938).
\item \textsuperscript{371} Teply & Whitten, \textit{supra} note 368, at 487 (discussing Wayman v. Southard, 23 U.S. 1 (1825) decision and separation of power principles).
\item \textsuperscript{372} 28 U.S.C. § 1332 (2000).
\item \textsuperscript{373} 41 U.S. 1 (1842).
\item \textsuperscript{374} \textit{Id.} at 18. The Act discussed by the Court is the first statutory expression of the RDA, which is for current purposes identical to the RDA. \textit{Compare} Judiciary Act of 1789, ch. 20, § 20, 1 Stat. 73, 92, with 28 U.S.C. § 1652 (2000).
\item \textsuperscript{375} \textit{Swift v. Tyson}, 41 U.S. 1, 18 (1842). In the Court’s own words, state court decisions, “are, at most, only evidence of what the laws are, and are not, of themselves, laws.” \textit{Id.}
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
territorial in their nature and character.”376 Should such matters arise in a federal action founded upon diversity of citizenship jurisdiction, then federal courts would give deference to state court decisions. In all other cases, state court decisions on point would receive consideration, “but they cannot furnish positive rules, or conclusive authority” for federal courts adjudicating actions under diversity jurisdiction.377

Thus, federal common law developed under the *Swift* regime until 1938.378 In that year, the Supreme Court declared that the ruling in *Swift* caused “grave discrimination” to citizens of the state where the litigation took place.379 This discrimination contravened the constitutional genesis authorizing diversity of citizenship jurisdiction in the federal courts.380 The Court noted new academic research that discovered the original intent of the RDA was to ensure that state judicial opinions be applied by federal courts sitting in diversity jurisdiction in all cases except those actions founded specifically on federal law.381 The Court found that the discriminatory result of the *Swift* ruling violated the constitutional mandate of equal protection of the laws.382 Hence, the Court concluded the substantive law applicable in all cases, save those arising under the Constitution or Acts of Congress, is the law of the state—and rejected the existence of general federal common law.383

In 1945, the Court pronounced that a suit filed in federal court under diversity jurisdiction should result in “substantially the same” outcome as if the same action was adjudicated in the courts of the state where the federal court sat.384 In 1958, the Court further qualified the substantially similar standard by asserting “state statutes and constitutional provisions could not disrupt or alter the

376 *Swift*, 41 U.S. at 18.
377 *Id.* at 19.
380 *Id.*
381 *Id.* at 73 (citing Charles Warren, *New Light on the History of the Federal Judiciary Act of 1789*, 37 Harv. L. Rev. 49 (1923)).
382 *Id.* at 75. Cf. U.S. Const. amend. XIV, § 1.
383 *Erie*, 304 U.S. at 78. Additionally, the Court noted Justice Holmes’ opinion that the *Swift* doctrine violated constitutionally proscribed limitations on the authority of federal courts. *Id.* at 79.
essential character or function of a federal court.” 385 The substantive law of the state reigned supreme in federal diversity jurisdictional actions, but the Court did not address whether federal civil procedural rules still governed all federal suits or if state procedural law circumvented its federal counterpart in certain instances.

In 1965, the Supreme Court took up this exact question in *Hanna v. Plumer*. 386 The Court ruled on the question because of “the threat to the goal of uniformity of federal procedure posed” by the lower court decision, which displaced a federal procedural rule with a conflicting state rule. 387 The Court first noted the federal procedural rule in question did not violate the REA or the Constitution, and therefore was a valid exercise of federal authority within the scheme of federalism. 388 The standard used to assess compliance with the REA and the Constitution came from *Sibbach v. Wilson & Co.* 389 which announced,

The test must be whether a rule really regulates procedure,—the [sic] judicial process for enforcing rights and duties recognized by substantive law and for justly administering remedy and redress for disregard or infraction of them. 390

The Court declared *Sibbach* the only proper test for the applicability of federal procedural rules in conjunction with a finding that the federal rule complies with the REA and the Constitution. 391

The Court addressed whether federal courts may apply federal procedural rules when exercising diversity of citizenship jurisdiction when such rules might substantively affect the outcome of the litigation. 392 The Supreme Court concluded that:

the constitutional provision for a federal court system (augmented by the Necessary and Proper Clause) carries with it congressional power to make rules governing the practice and pleading in those courts, which in turn includes a power to regulate matters which, though falling within the uncertain area be-

---

387 Id. at 463.
388 Id. at 463–64.
389 312 U.S. 1 (1941).
390 Id. at 14.
392 Id. at 461–63, 466.
tween substance and procedure, are rationally capable of classification as either.\footnote{Id. at 472.}

Hence, the Court declined to hold that a federal rule, “whenever it alters the mode of enforcing state-created rights” ceases to operate, because such a holding would “disembowel either the Constitution’s grant of power over federal procedure or Congress’ attempt to exercise that power in the Enabling Act.”\footnote{Id. at 473–74.}

The Court found that federal procedural rules, even those in conflict with state law, must be applied in diversity cases because the RDA governed only applicability of state substantive law.\footnote{Id. at 473–74 (Court’s opinion overruling Swift did not apply to procedural matters).} Therefore, federal procedural rules governed federal adjudications, which appeared settled law until 1996.

In 1996, the Supreme Court held in\footnote{518 U.S. 415 (1996).} Gasperini v. Center for Humanities, Inc.\footnote{Id. at 428 (emphasis added).} that a New York procedural rule must be applied by New York federal courts where failure to apply the New York rule “is outcome affective.”\footnote{Id. at 428 n. 7.} The Court articulated in a footnote that federal rules govern absent unconstitutionality or violation of the REA.\footnote{Id. at 428–29.} The Court then asserted “[f]ederal courts have interpreted the Federal Rules, however, with sensitivity to important state interests and regulatory policies.”\footnote{Id. (citing Walker v. Armco Steel Corp., 446 U.S. 740 (1980)).} Thus, the Court undertook an examination of whether the New York procedural rule “[w]ould . . . ‘have so important an effect upon the fortunes of one or both of the litigants that failure to [apply] it would [unfairly discriminate against citizens of the forum State, or] be likely to cause a plaintiff to choose the federal court.’”\footnote{Id. at 428–29.}

Notably, the quoted language in Gasperini generating a new “outcome affective” test is contained within a footnote in the Court’s prior Hanna opinion, which announced the supremacy of federal procedural rules in all situations.\footnote{Id. at 428 (citing Hanna v. Plumer, 380 U.S. 460, 468 n. 9 (1965)).} Apparently the Court...
intended to incorporate the entirety of the quoted language, so the “outcome affective” test occurs when application of the federal rule of procedure rather than the state rule would

make so important a difference to the character or result of the litigation that failure to enforce it would unfairly discriminate against citizens of the forum State, or whether application of the rule would have so important an effect upon the fortunes of one or both of the litigants that failure to enforce it would be likely to cause a plaintiff to choose the federal court.\textsuperscript{402}

Yet, this “outcome affective” test deviates from \textit{Hanna}’s holding that the considerations quoted by the \textit{Gasperini} Court are inapplicable in determining whether a federal rule in conflict with a state procedural rule governs.\textsuperscript{403} The \textit{Hanna} Court expressly stated that incorporation of these types of considerations fell squarely in the realm of substantive law matters.\textsuperscript{404}

The following formulation restates the current jurisprudence under the “outcome affective” test: a) federal rules of procedure govern in actions arising exclusively under Acts of Congress and the Constitution; b) federal procedural rules govern in diversity of citizenship actions where displacement of state procedural rules, in relation to citizens of the forum state, does not result in unfair discrimination or inducement to select a federal court rather than a state court.\textsuperscript{405} Both rules contain the additional proviso that the federal rule must be in compliance with the Constitution and the REA in order to be presumptively valid. Recent lower federal appellate interpretations of the “outcome affective” test appear to support the preceding formulation.\textsuperscript{406}


\textsuperscript{402} \textit{Hanna}, 380 U.S. at 468 n. 9.

\textsuperscript{403} \textit{Id} at 473–74.

\textsuperscript{404} \textit{Id.} Contextually, one may argue that the fact that the \textit{Hanna} Court did not adopt the reasoning of its footnote in the main holding of the case resulted in its implicit rejection of the propriety of such a contradictory rule.

\textsuperscript{405} \textit{Gasperini} v. Center for Humanities, Inc, 518 U.S. 415, 427 (1996).

\textsuperscript{406} \textit{See} Correa v. Fitzgerald, 354 F.3d 47, 54 n. 3 (1st Cir. 2003) (declaring special circumstances must exist to implicate outcome affective test); Houben v. Telular Corp., 309 F.3d 1028, 1034–36, 1038 (7th Cir. 2002) (explaining outcome affective test as balancing and accommodation of federal and state interests); Esfeld v. Costa Crociere, S.P.A., 289 F.3d 1300, 1307 (11th Cir. 2002) (announcing outcome determinative applies only if no federal rule or statute is on point); \textit{Com/Tech Commc’n Tech., Inc. v. Wireless Data Sys., Inc.}, 163 F.3d 149, 150 (2d Cir. 1998) (stating test inapplicable if federal rule directly addresses situation).
The “outcome affective” test raises significant doubt as to whether this new test governs all federal procedural applications—thereby effectively overruling previous precedent—or merely reiterates a standard, already jurisprudentially present, coexisting with the fundamental rule that federal procedural rules govern in diversity actions unless such rules violate the Constitution or the REA.407

The ruling of the Gasperini Court in 1996 illustrates why diversity of citizenship cases pose the greatest threat to federal coherence of a new procedural mechanism to utilize in personal injury cases. Academic commentary disputes the reasoning of the “outcome affective” test.408 Given the strength of prior precedent instructing that, even in diversity cases, federal procedural rules generally govern and the uncertain validity of the “outcome affective” test, the proposal described above creating a new rule of federal civil procedure, a new federal procedural form, and introducing a minor amendment to an existing federal statute is offered to provide a new procedural method for litigants to use in federal civil actions involving claims for personal injuries consistent with existing federal law.

C. Conclusion

The proposed new American optional procedure described above complies with the American constitutional and statutory precept of preserving trial by jury in civil cases. Compliance with


these fundamental jurisprudential concepts occurs because the op-
tional procedure places the ultimate decision to accept the assess-
ment of damages with the parties. The parties retain the right to
reject the assessment and proceed to trial by jury in the normal
course.

Additionally, the optional procedure is valid under the separa-
tion of powers and REA rubric because the procedure allocates to
Congress those areas historically dealt with by statutory enactment,
while permitting the courts to exercise appropriate rulemaking
powers within the generally accepted sphere of judicial author-
ity.409 Further, the proposed rule changes do not infringe upon the
substantive rights of litigants because the rules are in line with al-
ready existing ADR procedures, like those of the district courts in
Michigan and New York.

Moreover, the RDA and “outcome determinative” test are
satisfied by the optional procedure. The “outcome determinative”
test, present in diversity of citizenship cases, will permit uniform
use of the optional procedure because the new federal rules do not
unfairly discriminate against non-forum state citizens or induce se-
lection of a federal court venue over that of a state tribunal be-
cause alternate ADR procedures currently exist in most states
similar to the Michigan state rules and the New York ENE process
described above.410

Since personal injury actions continue as the greatest number
of cases filed in federal courts, the optional procedure should pro-
vide considerable assistance in ensuring these cases are efficiently
and justly resolved by the courts. The procedure benefits the par-
ties as an aid to settlement, the judiciary by effectuating their role
to administer justice, and the public in assuring that juror voir dire
panels are constituted after serious negotiation and thought by the
parties about reaching a reasonable settlement of the action.

Furthermore, the proposed optional procedure allows attor-
neys to “advocate the interests of their clients and involve them in

2001) (listing mediation statutes in several states); BETTE J. ROTH ET AL., Alternative Dis-
pute Resolution Practice Guide § 2:12, app. II-2 (West 2005) (describing and listing state
arbitration statutes); Wayne D. Brazil, Court ADR 25 Years After Pound: Have We Found a
of ADR in state courts); Louise Phipps Senft & Cynthia A. Savage, ADR and the Courts:
growth of state court ADR programs).
the process of resolving their dispute.” Individuals will continue to retain an attorney to impart tactical and strategic considerations to the client. The attorney plays a vital role in the optional procedure to ensure the process provides opportunities for participants to reach settlement. The optional procedure also ensures that litigants, represented by counsel, achieve settlements arrived at through the deliberate judicial administration of justice.

411 TED A. DONNER & BRIAN L. CROWE, ATTORNEY’S PRACTICE GUIDE TO NEGOTIATIONS 4–7 (2d ed. 2003).